EAGLIN, FIRD SNOOOKS
at his home on 4th Street

Photographer: Lee Friedlander
Do not reproduce without permission.

EBBERT, TOM (holding eyeglasses)
1982

Photographer: Joe Marcal
Gift of Al Rose, December 31, 1985

EBBERT, TOM (seated, with tb) and Connie Jones
1982

Gift of Al Rose, December 31, 1985
EBBERT, TOM, tb

April 1975 - New Orleans Jazz & Heritage Festival

Photographer: Harriet Blum

PH001287

EDEGRAN, LARS

with Richard B. Allen and actor Vernell Bagneris
April 1978 - [Lars Edegran’s apt.?]

Photographer: Shirl or Dick House

Gift of Shirl and Dick House

PH001288

EDWARDS, EDDIE (the drummer)

c. 1987

Gift of Eddie Edwards

PH001289
EDWARDS, EDDIE

Gift of Mr. & Mrs. Eugene Nunez, rec’d February 23, 2000

EDWARDS, PAUL, left,
with Joe Mares, Jr.
WDSU-TV station

Rec’d from Plato Smith, January 23, 1996
JOE MARES COLLECTION

EDWARDS, PAUL, drums

1958

AL ROSE COLLECTION
PH001293

EDWARDS, PAUL, drums,
and Al Hirt, tp.

AL ROSE COLLECTION

PH001294

EDWARDS SISTERS
Note on back of photo: “Internationally Famous as worlds greatest Female Dance Team; Currently at Paradise Club N. Illinois.”
c. 1936
Photographer: Harry Rossner, Candid Photographer, 116 Ave. C. B’klyn, N.Y.

PH001295

EIRMANN, LEFTY, sousaphone
Fall 1950 - Am. Legion Hall
Photographer: RalstonCrawford
HARRY V. SOUCHON SR. COLLECTION
ELAINE, MABEL
l-r: Roy Palmer, Sugar Johnny Smith, Lawrence Duhe, Mabel Elaine, Herb Lindsay (leader), Montudie Garland.
May 15, 1917 – Chicago, IL
Negative gift of Richard Tolbert via Richard Knowles 7/2000
See: Pioneers of Jazz by Lawrence Gushee

ELGAR, CHARLES (publicity photo)
before May 1958 - Chicago

CHARLES ELGAR BAND
November 15, 1924 - Milwaukee, Wisconsin
ELK’S LODGE MEMBERS
Unidentified; possibly Bunk Johnsons, 2nd row, far right, partially hidden.
c. 1940's or early 1950's - New Orleans, Louisiana
Photographer: J. V. Myers

ELKS BAND - BENEVOLENT PROTECTIVE ORDER OF ELKS, No. 30, NEW ORLEANS
Personnel unidentified.
Handwritten on photo: “Prize Band $750.00 of B.P.O. Elks-1916 Baltimore M.D.”
AL ROSE COLLECTION

ELKS BAND - BENEVOLENT PROTECTIVE ORDER OF ELKS, No. 30, NEW ORLEANS
Personnel unidentified.
Handwritten on photo: “Off for Chicago, July-4th, 1920"
AL ROSE COLLECTION
ELKS BAND - BENEVOLENT PROTECTIVE ORDER OF
ELKS, No. 30, NEW ORLEANS

ELKS BAND - BENEVOLENT PROTECTIVE ORDER OF
ELKS, No. 30, NEW ORLEANS

ELKS BAND - BENEVOLENT PROTECTIVE ORDER OF
ELKS, No. 30, NEW ORLEANS
ELLINGTON, DUKE, p.
Note on back of photo: “The Duke’s farewell at the Salle Wagram Paris June 1950”

June 1950 - Paris

William Russell, December 5, 1979

DUKE ELLINGTON AND HIS ORCHESTRA
152.7539
Juan Tizol, vtb, Joe “Tricky Sam” Nanton, tb, Lawrence Brown, tb, Johnny Hodges, as, Fred Guy, g, Barney Bigard, ts, cl, William A. “Sonny” Greer, d, Ben Webster, ts, Otto “Toby” Hardwicke, s, Jimmy Blanton, sb, Harry Carney, bs, as, Wallace Jones, tp, Rex Stewart, co, Ray Nance, ,tp; standing in front, Duke Ellington, p. [1941-1942] - Chicago, IL Photographer: Maurice AL ROSE COLLECTION

ELLINGTON, DUKE,
152.7595
and Louis Armstrong at party held in their honor. L-r: Isidore Langlois, g, William Barbee, at p; seated: [ ?], [ ?], Duke Ellington, Louis Armstrong, Alpha Smith, [ ?], Ernest “Punch” Miller, [ ?], [ ?], Clarence Armstrong, Wellman Braud, Art Stewart, Mrs. Art Stewart; standing, rear: Herb Morand, tp, [ ?], Joe Lindsey; all others unidentified.
February 14, 1935 - Tony’s Tavern, 52 W 31st Street, Chicago AL ROSE COLLECTION
DUKE ELLINGTON AND ORCHESTRA
[photo/post-card]
Cootie Williams, tp, Wellman Braud, sb, Otto Hardwicke, as, Duke Ellington, p, Lawrence Brown, tb, Joe Nanton, tb, Rex Stewart, co, Arthur Whetsol, tp, Sonny Greer, d, Harry Carney, bs, Barney Bigard, cl, Johnny Hodges, as, Juan Tizol, vtb, and Fred Guy, g.
1935 - during their gig at the Oriental Theatre, Chicago
Photographer: Maurice/Chicago
Gift of Andy Simon, Amistad Research Center

1) DUKE ELLINGTON’S BAND
1931-32 - Dallas, Texas
2) French Opera House, Bourbon Street
3) Louis Armstrong and Bunk Johnson, tp
4. Al Piares’ Band of Portland, Oregon

ELLINGTON, DUKE (publicity photo with double image of Ellington)
1930's
Photographer: Maurice/Chicago

Gift of Andy Simon, Amistad Research Center.
ELLINGTON, DUKE
[1930's ?]

Gift of Andy Simon, Amistad Research Center.

DUKE ELLINGTON AND HIS FAMOUS ORCHESTRA
[publicity photo ]
L-r: [ Joe Nanton ?], [Fred Guy ?], Sonny Greer, drummer, and Duke Ellington, with baton.
[1930's ?]
Publicity photo for Mills Artists, Inc.c, 799 Seventh Ave., N.Y.

Gift of Andy Simon, Amistad Research Center

ELLINGTON, DUKE (publicity photo for Duke Ellington and His Famous Orchestra - Mills Artists Inc., 799 Seventh Ave., New York]
1927
Photographer: Maurice of Chicago

Gift of Andy Simon, Amistad Research Center
ELMORE, RICK (Professor Gizmo One Man Band)

AL ROSE COLLECTION

EMERGENCY RELIEF ADMINISTRATION BAND
1935 - Jackson Square

Photographer: Magnolia Studio, New Orleans, Louisiana

PAUL ENGLISH TRAVELING SHOW 181.14

Sax section, four musicians; none identified. [Snoozer Quinn Collection typed on back of photo.]
1924-25 (probably 1927 typed on back.)

ESTES, JOHN ADAM ("SLEEPY JOHN"),
and Robert Pete Williams; Robert Pete Williams on tour with FBF
(which stands for ?); John Estes also on tour?
September 29, 1966 - Manchester, England, Free Trade Hall
(backstage)

Photographer: Alan J. Gainger

ESTOUP, W. J.
Marie Souchon’s father

Gift of Al Rose, May 9, 1986

EUGENE, WENDELL

Gift of Al Rose, May 9, 1986
**PH001315**

**EUGENE, WENDELL**, left, tb,
with Al Rose, Danny Barker (seated), g, Harry Shields, cl, Alvin Alcorn, tp; recording session for Louisiana State Session, #2.

Gift of Al Rose, May 9, 1986

---

**PH001316**

**EUPHONIC NOVELTY ORCHESTRA**
Bert Dinkla, leader, s, cl, kazoo, vo, Albert Buitenhuis, p, Jan Viester, s, cl, Jan Van Tongeren, tp, co, Jochem Geselschap, tu, bass sax, Paul Krugers Dagmeaux, bj, Van NusJr., washboard, 2nd co, Kees Van Den Berg, tb, p.
Boekelo, Netherlands


---

**PH001317**

**EUREKA BRASS BAND**
at funeral for Young & True Friends; L-r: Kid Sheik Colar, tp, Kid Thomas Valentine, tp, Nowell “Papa” Glass, sn d; Henry “Booker T” Glass, bd, and Manuel Paul, s.

April 26, 1969
EUREKA BRASS BAND

April 26, 1969

EUREKA BRASS BAND
at funeral for Young & True Friends; Manuel Paul, s, Nowell “Papa” Glass, sn d, Kid Sheik Colar, tp, Henry “Booker T” Glass, bd, and Oscar “Chicken” Henry, tb.

April 26, 1969

EUREKA BRASS BAND
at funeral for Young & True Friends; Louis Nelson, tb, and Manuel Paul, s.

April 26, 1969
PH001321

EUREKA BRASS BAND
at funeral for Young & True Friends; Manuel Paul, s, Henry “Booker T” Glass, bd, Nowell “Papa” Glass, sn d; at right is Yoshio “Kid Claiborne” Toyama.

April 26, 1969

PH001322

EUREKA BRASS BAND
at funeral for Young & True Friends; L-r: George “Kid Sheik” Colar, tp, Henry “Booker T” Glass, bd, and Nowell “Papa” Glass, sn d.

April 26, 1969

PH001323

EUREKA BRASS BAND
at funeral for Young & True Friends; L-r: Kid Sheik Colar, tp, Manuel Paul, s, Kid Thomas Valentine, tp, Oscar “Chicken” Henry, tb, and Paul Barnes, cl.

April 26, 1969
EUREKA BRASS BAND
at funeral for Young & True Friends; Paul Barnes, cl
April 26, 1969

EUREKA BRASS BAND
at funeral for Young & True Friends; Mathew “Fats” Houston, waving.
April 26, 1969

EUREKA BRASS BAND
at funeral for Young & True Friends; See previous card for identification of personnel.
April 26, 1969
EUREKA BRASS BAND
at funeral for Young & True Friends; No musicians visible, only members of Young & True Friends.
April 26, 1969

EUREKA BRASS BAND
at funeral for Young & True Friends; No musicians visible.
April 26, 1969

EUREKA BRASS BAND
at funeral for Young & True Friends; Second liners; no musicians visible.
April 26, 1969
OPH000542

EUREKA BRASS BAND
at Oddfellow’s parade.
May 12, 1968 - Hahnville, Louisiana

Photographer: Mike Smith

PH001330

EUREKA BRASS BAND
at Young and True Friends funeral
January 24, 1968 - St. John the Baptist Church on Leonidas Street,
New Orleans, Louisiana

Photographer: Betsy Burleson

PH001331

EUREKA BRASS BAND
at Young and True Friends funeral
January 24, 1968 - St. John the Baptist Church on Leonidas Street,
New Orleans, Louisiana

Photographer: Betsy Burleson
EUREKA BRASS BAND
at Young and True Friends funeral
January 24, 1968 - St. John the Baptist Church on Leonidas Street,
New Orleans, Louisiana

Photographer: Betsy Burleson

EUREKA BRASS BAND
at Young and True Friends funeral; frame 3-A, woman with banjo
is wife of Japanese trumpeter “Kid Claiborne”
January 24, 1968 - St. John the Baptist Church on Leonidas Street,
New Orleans, Louisiana

Photographer: Betsy Burleson

EUREKA BRASS BAND
at Young and True Friends funeral; frame 9-A, Earl Kumphrey, tb,
on left; Oscar “Chicken” Henry, tb on right; 15-A, Kid Sheik Colar,
tp, on left; Albert Walters, tp, on right.
January 24, 1968 - St. John the Baptist Church on Leonidas Street,
New Orleans, Louisiana

Photographer: Betsy Burleson
**EUREKA BRASS BAND**

at Young and True Friends funeral; frame 28-A, Alvin Alcorn, Kid Sheik Colar, and Albert Walters, tp.
January 24, 1968 - St. John the Baptist Church on Leonidas Street, New Orleans, Louisiana

Photographer: Betsy Burleson

---

**EUREKA BRASS BAND**

July 10, 1967 - Gretna, Louisiana

Photographer: Bjorn Barnheim

---

**EUREKA BRASS BAND**

at funeral for member of Eagle Eye Benevolent Association; see notes by Eleanor D. Ellis filed in Eureka Brass Band folder.
February 3, 1967 - Algiers, Louisiana

Photographer: Bennett H. Wall
PH001337

**EUREKA BRASS BAND**
at funeral for member of Eagle Eye Benevolent Association; George “Kid Sheik” Colar, tp, Nowell “Pa Pa” Glass, sn d; see notes by Eleanor D. Ellis filed in Eureka Brass Band folder.
February 3, 1967 - Algiers, Louisiana

Photographer: Bennett H. Wall

PH001338

**EUREKA BRASS BAND**
at funeral for member of Eagle Eye Benevolent Association; George “Kid Sheik” Colar, tp, Oscar “Chicken” Henry, tb, Nowell “Pa Pa” Glass, sn d, Earl Humphrey, tb, Henry “Booker T” Glass, bd, Allan Jaffe, sous; also visible is cameraman Frank de Cola; see notes by Eleanor D. Ellis filed in Eureka Brass Band folder.
February 3, 1967 - Algiers, Louisiana

Photographer: Bennett H. Wall

PH001339

**EUREKA BRASS BAND**
at funeral for member of Eagle Eye Benevolent Association; Eleanor D. Ellis, second line; Kid Thomas Valentine, [tp], in cap; Henry Russ, in hat; see notes by Eleanor D. Ellis filed in Eureka Brass Band folder.
February 3, 1967 - Algiers, Louisiana

Photographer: Bennett H. Wall
EUREKA BRASS BAND
at funeral for member of Eagle Eye Benevolent Association; Oscar “Chicken” Henry, tb, with hearse; see notes by Eleanor D. Ellis filed in Eureka Brass Band folder.
February 3, 1967 - Algiers, Louisiana

Photographer: Bennett H. Wall

EUREKA BRASS BAND
at funeral for member of Eagle Eye Benevolent Association; Earl Humphrey, tb, talking to marshal; see notes by Eleanor D. Ellis filed in Eureka Brass Band folder.
February 3, 1967 - Algiers, Louisiana
Photographer: Bennett H. Wall

EUREKA BRASS BAND
at funeral for member of Eagle Eye Benevolent Association; Allan Jaffe (back to camera), Joseph “Kid Twat” Butler, young blonde boy who had just run into Kid Twat’s car; see notes by Eleanor D. Ellis filed in Eureka Brass Band folder.
February 3, 1967 - Algiers, Louisiana

Photographer: Bennett H. Wall
EUREKA BRASS BAND
at funeral for member of Eagle Eye Benevolent Association; Allan Jaffe, sous; Eleanor D. Ellis, second line; George “Kid Shiek” Colar, tp; see notes by Eleanor D. Ellis filed in Eureka Brass Band folder.
February 3, 1967 - Algiers, Louisiana

Photographer: Bennett H. Wall

EUREKA BRASS BAND
at funeral for member of Eagle Eye Benevolent Association; Manuel Paul, ts, Paul Barnes, cl; see notes by Eleanor D. Ellis filed in Eureka Brass Band folder.
February 3, 1967 - Algiers, Louisiana

Photographer: Bennett H. Wall

EUREKA BRASS BAND
Dejan’s Olympia Brass Band: Louis Nelson, tb, Jack Willis, tp, Bill Brown, sous, Andrew Jefferson, sn d, John “Smitty” Smith, bd, Milton Batiste, tp, Harold Dejan, as, Ed King, tb; funeral for Merry Go Round Club and Young and True Friends
October 10, 1964 - Carrollton section

Photographer: Jack Hurley
EUREKA BRASS BAND

Dejan’s Olympia Brass Band: Louis Nelson, tb, and Ed King, tb; band leading procession back from cemetery; second line forms; funeral for Merry Go Round Club and Young and True Friends
October 10, 1964 - Carrollton section
Photographer: Jack Hurley

EUREKA BRASS BAND

Dejan’s Olympia Brass Band: Louis Nelson, tb, Jack Willis, tp, Manuel Paul, ts, Bill Brown, sous, Andrew Jefferson, sn d, Alvin Alcorn, tp, Harold Dejan, as, Ed King, tb, Milton Batiste, tp; funeral for Merry Go Round Club and Young and True Friends; Olympia played for Merry Go Round; Eureka played for Young & True Friends.
October 10, 1964 - Carrollton section
Photographer: Jack Hurley

EUREKA BRASS BAND

Peter Bocage, tp; funeral for Merry Go Round Club and Young and True Friends
October 10, 1964 - University section
Photographer: Jack Hurley
**EUREKA BRASS BAND**

**#5 of 17**

Peter Bocage, tp, Kid Thomas Valentine, tp, Chester Jones, sn d, Kid Sheik Colar, tp, Henry Glass, bd, Herman Sherman, as, Albert Warner, tb, Oscar Henry, tb, Andrew Morgan, ts, and Jerry Green, sous; funeral for Merry Go Round Club and Young and True Friends

October 10, 1964 - 7600 block of Freret Street, New Orleans, Louisiana

Photographer: Arthur Kastler

---

**EUREKA BRASS BAND**

**#6 of 17**

Dejan’s Olympia Brass Band: Milton Batiste, tp; funeral for Merry Go Round Club and Young and True Friends

October 10, 1964 - Carrollton section

Photographer: Jack Hurley

---

**EUREKA BRASS BAND**

**#7 of 17**

Banners of Merry Go Round Social Aid & Pleasure Club, Young & True Friends Benevolent Association, along with flags stand in Church hall; during service before funeral for Merry Go Round Club and Young and True Friends

October 10, 1964 - church entrance, Hillary Street, New Orleans, Louisiana

Photographer: Jack Hurley
EUREKA BRASS BAND  #8 of 17
At end of service family & funeral party leave church; funeral for Merry Go Round Club and Young and True Friends
October 10, 1964 - Carrollton section
Photographer: Jack Hurley

EUREKA BRASS BAND  #9 of 17
Officers bring casket out of church and put it into hearse; funeral for Merry Go Round Club and Young and True Friends
October 10, 1964 - church on Hillary Street, New Orleans, Louisiana
Photographer: Jack Hurley

EUREKA BRASS BAND  #10 of 17
Albert Warner, Chicken Henry, Herman Sherman, Chester Jones, Andrew Morgan, Booker T. Glass, and Kid Sheik Colar; funeral for Merry Go Round Club and Young and True Friends
October 10, 1964 - Hillary Street, New Orleans, Louisiana
Photographer: Jack Hurley
EUREKA BRASS BAND  
#11 of 17
Louis Nelson, tb, with Olympia Brass Band; funeral for Merry Go Round Club and Young and True Friends
October 10, 1964 - near Green Street cemetery
Photographer: Jack Hurley

EUREKA BRASS BAND  
#12 of 17
Boy stands at graveside in cemetery; funeral for Merry Go Round Club and Young and True Friends
October 10, 1964 - Green Street Cemetery
Photographer: Jack Hurley

EUREKA BRASS BAND  
#13 of 17
Officers bring casket to grave; funeral for Merry Go Round Club and Young and True Friends
October 10, 1964 - Carrollton section
Photographer: Jack Hurley
EUREKA BRASS BAND  #14 of 17
Service pronounced at graveside; funeral for Merry Go Round Club and Young and True Friends
October 10, 1964 - Green Street cemetery
Photographer: Jack Hurley

EUREKA BRASS BAND  #15 of 17
Albert Warner, Chester Jones, Chicken Henry, Jerry Green, Andrew Morgan, and Kid Sheik Colar; funeral for Merry Go Round Club and Young and True Friends
October 10, 1964 - Carrollton section
Photographer: Jack Hurley

EUREKA BRASS BAND  #16 of 17
Second liner does the big strut; funeral for Merry Go Round Club and Young and True Friends
October 10, 1964 - University section
Photographer: Jack Hurley
**EUREKA BRASS BAND**

Dejan’s Olympia Brass Band: Milton Batiste, tp, John Smith, and Andrew Jefferson; funeral for Merry Go Round Club and Young and True Friends
October 10, 1964 - Carrollton section
Photographer: Jack Hurley

---

**EUREKA BRASS BAND** [or perhaps George Williams Brass Band ?]
Before July, 1964

Gift of Al Rose.

---

**EUREKA BRASS BAND**

Alcide “Slow Drag” Pavageau (w/umbrella) and Matthew “Fats” Houston (sash), grand marshals; photo published in VIEUX CARRE COURIER
1964 - French Quarter, New Orleans, Louisiana

Transferred from Special Collections, April 20, 2000.
EUREKA BRASS BAND

#1 of 5

at funeral for Young & True Friends Benevolent Association; band member Matthew “Fats” Houston; Young & True Friends marshals and officers lead funeral procession; returning to Lodge Hall from cemetery;

October 17, 1963 - Carrollton section
Photographer: Jack Hurley

EUREKA BRASS BAND

#2 of 5

at funeral for Young & True Friends Benevolent Association of Carrollton 7th District; Matthew “Fats” Houston leads funeral procession; returning to Lodge Hall from cemetery;

October 17, 1963 - Carrollton section
Photographer: Jack Hurley

EUREKA BRASS BAND

#3 of 5

at funeral for Young & True Friends Benevolent Association; three year old second liner gets the Spirit as funeral procession moves by.

October 17, 1963 - Carrollton section
Photographer: Jack Hurley
EUREKA BRASS BAND  
#4 of 5
at funeral for Young & True Friends Benevolent Association; band members Josian “Cie” Frazier, sn d, Henry “Booker T” Glass, bd; returning to Lodge Hall from cemetery; October 17, 1963 - Carrollton section  
Photographer: Jack Hurley

EUREKA BRASS BAND  
#5 of 5
at funeral for Young & True Friends Benevolent Association; Percy Humphrey, Henry “Booker T” Glass, Oscar “Chicken” Henry, Willie J. Humphrey, and Wilbert Tillman, sous; second liners jump in front of funeral procession; marshals move to get them to the side. October 17, 1963 - Carrollton section  
Photographer: Jack Hurley

EUREKA BRASS BAND  
#1 of 8
Photographer: Jack Hurley
EUREKA BRASS BAND  
#2 of 8
Photographer: Jack Hurley

EUREKA BRASS BAND  
#3 of 8
at Alfred Williams’ funeral. Going from funeral home to church. May 4, 1963 - Simon Bolivar, New Orleans, Louisiana
Photographer: Jack Hurley

EUREKA BRASS BAND  
#4 of 8
Photographer: Jack Hurley
EUREKA BRASS BAND  #5 of 8
at Alfred Williams’ funeral. Matthew “Fats” Houston, grand marshal.
May 4, 1963 - Simon Bolivar, New Orleans, Louisiana
Photographer: Jack Hurley

EUREKA BRASS BAND  #6 of 8
May 4, 1963 - Simon Bolivar
Photographer: Jack Hurley

EUREKA BRASS BAND  #7 of 8
at Alfred Williams’ funeral.
May 4, 1963 - S. Robertson (off Melpomene)
Photographer: Jack Hurley
EUREKA BRASS BAND

May 4, 1963 - Progressive Baptist Church, 1214 So. Robertson, New Orleans, Louisiana
Photographer: Jack Hurley

EUREKA BRASS BAND
Practice while Rex was making up.
Mardi Gras Day 1963
Photographer: Jack Hurley

EUREKA BRASS BAND
Mardi Gras Day 1963 - St. Charles Avenue
Photographer: Jack Hurley
EUREKA BRASS BAND
Mardi Gras Day 1963 - [St. Charles Avenue ?]
Photographer: Jack Hurley

EUREKA BRASS BAND
at YMP&BA of Algiers funeral. Peter Bocage (back to camera), tp, Manuel Paul, (back to camera), ts, George "Kid Sheik" Colar, and Henry "Booker T" Glass.
c. 1963 - Homer & Verret Streets, Algiers, Louisiana
Photographer: Grauman Marks; gift of the photographer, April 1, 1965.

EUREKA BRASS BAND
c. 1963 - Homer & Verret Streets, Algiers, Louisiana
Photographer: Grauman Marks; gift of the photographer, April 1, 1965.
PH001349

EUREKA BRASS BAND

161.52


c. 1963 - Algiers, Louisiana

Photographer: Grauman Marks; gift of the photographer, April 1, 1965.

PH001350

EUREKA BRASS BAND

161.53


c. 1963 - Algiers, Louisiana

Photographer: Grauman Marks; gift of the photographer, April 1, 1965.

PH001351

EUREKA BRASS BAND

161.54


c. 1963 - Algiers, Louisiana

Photographer: Grauman Marks; gift of the photographer, April 1, 1965.
PH001352

EUREKA BRASS BAND 161.55
c. 1963 - Algiers, Louisiana

Photographer: Grauman Marks; gift of the photographer, April 1, 1965.

PH001353

EUREKA BRASS BAND 161.56
at YMP&BA of Algiers funeral. In white jack with back to camera is Allan Jaffe; Manuel Paul, ts, Oscar “Chicken” Henry, tb, and Albert Warner, tb
c. 1963 - Algiers, Louisiana

Photographer: Grauman Marks; gift of the photographer, April 1, 1965.

PH001354

EUREKA BRASS BAND 161.57
at YMP&BA of Algiers funeral. Left, in white jacket is Allan Jaffe, walking with [ ? Rafferty], a free-lance writer.
c. 1963 - Algiers, Louisiana

Photographer: Grauman Marks; gift of the photographer, April 1, 1965.
PH001355

**EUREKA BRASS BAND**

161.58

at YMP&BA of Algiers funeral. Allan Jaffe (in white jacket), walking with [ ? Rafferty], a free-lance writer; musicians: Alfred Williams, sn d, and Booker T. Glass, bd.

c. 1963 - Algiers, Louisiana

Photographer: Grauman Marks; gift of the photographer, April 1, 1965.

---

PH001356

**EUREKA BRASS BAND**

161.59


c. 1963 - Algiers, Louisiana

Photographer: Grauman Marks; gift of the photographer, April 1, 1965.

---

PH001357

**EUREKA BRASS BAND**

161.60


c. 1963 - Algiers, Louisiana

Photographer: Grauman Marks; gift of the photographer, April 1, 1965.
PH001358

**EUREKA BRASS BAND**

161.61

c. 1963 - Algiers, Louisiana

Photographer: Grauman Marks; gift of the photographer, April 1, 1965

---

PH001359

**EUREKA BRASS BAND**

161.62

at YMP&BA of Algiers funeral. Wilbert Tillman, sous.
c. 1963 - Algiers, Louisiana

Photographer: Grauman Marks; gift of the photographer, April 1, 1965.

---

PH001360

**EUREKA BRASS BAND**

161.63

c. 1963 - Algiers, Louisiana

Photographer: Grauman Marks; gift of the photographer, April 1, 1965.
EUREKA BRASS BAND

PH001361

161.64

c. 1963 - Algiers, Louisiana

Photographer: Grauman Marks; gift of the photographer, April 1, 1965.

PH001362

161.65

c. 1963 - Algiers, Louisiana

Photographer: Grauman Marks; gift of the photographer, April 1, 1965.

PH001363

161.66

c. 1963 - Algiers, Louisiana

Photographer: Grauman Marks; gift of the photographer, April 1, 1965.
PH001364
EUREKA BRASS BAND 161.67
c. 1963 - Algiers, Louisiana

Photographer: Grauman Marks; gift of the photographer, April 1, 1965.

PH001365
EUREKA BRASS BAND 161.68
c. 1963 - Algiers, Louisiana
Photographer: Grauman Marks; gift of the photographer, April 1, 1965.

PH001366
EUREKA BRASS BAND 161.69
c. 1963 - Algiers, Louisiana

Photographer: Grauman Marks; gift of the photographer, April 1, 1965.
PH001367

EUREKA BRASS BAND 161.70
at YMP&BA of Algiers funeral. Albert Warner, tb, Oscar "Chicken" Henry, tb, Manuel Paul, ts, Alfred Williams, [sn d], Wilbert Tillman, sous, Paul Barnes, E flat cl, Jack Willis, [tp], and Booker T. Glass, [bd].
c. 1963 - Algiers, Louisiana

Photographer: Grauman Marks; gift of the photographer, April 1, 1965.

PH001368

EUREKA BRASS BAND 161.71
at YMP&BA of Algiers funeral. Albert Warner, tb, Oscar "Chicken" Henry, tb; partially hidden are Manuel Paul, ts, and Peter Bocage, tp; Wilbert Tillman, sous, George “Kid Sheik” Colar, tp, Paul Barnes, E flat cl, Booker T. Glass, bd, and Jack Willis, in dark glasses, [tp].
c. 1963 - Algiers, Louisiana
Photographer: Grauman Marks; gift of the photographer, April 1, 1965.

PH001369

EUREKA BRASS BAND 161.72
c. 1963 - Algiers, Louisiana

Photographer: Grauman Marks; gift of the photographer, April 1, 1965.
PH001370
EUREKA BRASS BAND
c. 1963 - Algiers, Louisiana

Photographer: Grauman Marks; gift of the photographer, April 1, 1965.

PH001371
EUREKA BRASS BAND
c. 1963 - Algiers, Louisiana

Photographer: Grauman Marks; gift of the photographer, April 1, 1965.

PH001372
EUREKA BRASS BAND
c. 1963 - Algiers, Louisiana

Photographer: Grauman Marks; gift of the photographer, April 1, 1965.
PH001373

EUREKA BRASS BAND

c. 1963 - Algiers, Louisiana

Photographer: Grauman Marks; gift of the photographer, April 1, 1965.

PH001374

EUREKA BRASS BAND

c. 1963 - Algiers, Louisiana

Photographer: Grauman Marks; gift of the photographer, April 1, 1965.

PH001375

EUREKA BRASS BAND

c. 1963 - Algiers, Louisiana

Photographer: Grauman Marks; gift of the photographer, April 1, 1965.
EUREKA BRASS BAND

PH001376


Photographer: Grauman Marks; gift of the photographer, April 1, 1965

PH001377


Photographer: Grauman Marks; gift of the photographer, April 1, 1965.

PH001378


Photographer: Grauman Marks; gift of the photographer, April 1, 1965.
EUREKA BRASS BAND

PH001379

161.82


c. 1963 - Algiers, Louisiana

Photographer: Grauman Marks; gift of the photographer, April 1, 1965.

PH001380

EUREKA BRASS BAND

161.83


c. 1963 - Algiers, Louisiana

Photographer: Grauman Marks; gift of the photographer, April 1, 1965.

PH001381

EUREKA BRASS BAND

161.84


c. 1963 - Algiers, Louisiana

Photographer: Grauman Marks; gift of the photographer, April 1, 1965.
PH001382

EUREKA BRASS BAND

at YMP&BA of Algiers funeral. Alfred Williams, dark glasses, Eureka cap, Booker T. Glass, bd.
c. 1963 - Algiers, Louisiana

Photographer: Grauman Marks; gift of the photographer, April 1, 1965.

PH001383

EUREKA BRASS BAND

c. 1963 - Algiers, Louisiana

Photographer: Grauman Marks; gift of the photographer, April 1, 1965.

PH001384

EUREKA BRASS BAND

c. 1963 - Algiers, Louisiana

Photographer: Grauman Marks; gift of the photographer, April 1, 1965.
PH001385

**EUREKA BRASS BAND**

at YMP&BA of Algiers funeral. Jack Willis, tp, Booker T. Glass, bd; other musicians have backs to camera.
c. 1963 - Algiers, Louisiana

Photographer: Grauman Marks; gift of the photographer, April 1, 1965.

---

PH001386

**EUREKA BRASS BAND**

at YMP&BA of Algiers funeral. Musicians facing away from camera.
c. 1963 - Algiers, Louisiana

Photographer: Grauman Marks; gift of the photographer, April 1, 1965.

---

PH001387

**EUREKA BRASS BAND**

at YMP&BA of Algiers funeral. Images of musicians blurred.
c. 1963 - Algiers, Louisiana

Photographer: Grauman Marks; gift of the photographer, April 1, 1965.
EUREKA BRASS BAND 161.91
at YMP&BA of Algiers funeral. Musicians facing away from camera.
c. 1963 - Algiers, Louisiana

Photographer: Grauman Marks; gift of the photographer, April 1, 1965.

---

EUREKA BRASS BAND 161.92
at YMP&BA of Algiers funeral. Musicians facing away from camera.
c. 1963 - Algiers, Louisiana

Photographer: Grauman Marks; gift of the photographer, April 1, 1965.

---

EUREKA BRASS BAND 161.93
at YMP&BA of Algiers funeral. No musicians visible.
c. 1963 - Algiers, Louisiana

Photographer: Grauman Marks; gift of the photographer, April 1, 1965.
EUREKA BRASS BAND
at YMP&BA of Algiers funeral. No musicians visible.
c. 1963 - Algiers, Louisiana

Photographer: Grauman Marks; gift of the photographer, April 1, 1965.
PH001394

EUREKA BRASS BAND

at YMP&BA of Algiers funeral. No musicians visible.
c. 1963 - Algiers, Louisiana

Photographer: Grauman Marks; gift of the photographer, April 1, 1965.

PH001395

EUREKA BRASS BAND

at YMP&BA of Algiers funeral. No musicians visible.
c. 1963 - Algiers, Louisiana

Photographer: Grauman Marks; gift of the photographer, April 1, 1965.

PH001396

EUREKA BRASS BAND

at YMP&BA of Algiers funeral. Mourners at McDonoghville Cemetery.
c. 1963 - Algiers, Louisiana

Photographer: Grauman Marks; gift of the photographer, April 1, 1965.
PH001397

EUREKA BRASS BAND

at YMP&BA of Algiers funeral. Mourners at McDonoghville Cemetery.
c. 1963 - Algiers, Louisiana

Photographer: Grauman Marks; gift of the photographer, April 1, 1965

PH001398

EUREKA BRASS BAND

at YMP&BA of Algiers funeral. Mourners at McDonoghville Cemetery.
c. 1963 - Algiers, Louisiana

Photographer: Grauman Marks; gift of the photographer, April 1, 1965.

OPH000577

EUREKA BRASS BAND

Oscar “Chicken” Henry, tb, Matthew “Fats” Houston, grand marshal; parade from Preservation Hall to Royal Gardens.
A Sunday afternoon, Summer 1962 - French Quarter

Photographer: Jack Hurley
EUREKA BRASS BAND
Josiah “Cie” Frazier, sn d, George “Kid Sheik” Colar, tp, Robert Lewis, bd, Alcide “Slow Drag” Pavageau, grand marshal, Matthew “Fats” Houston, grand marshall; parade from Preservation Hall to Royal Gardens.
A Sunday afternoon, Summer 1962 - 726 St. Peter Street, French Quarter

Photographer: Jack Hurley

---

EUREKA BRASS BAND
[May ?] 1962 - St. Peter & Royal Streets, New Orleans, Louisiana

AL ROSE COLLECTION

---

EUREKA BRASS BAND
Matthew “Fats” Houston, grand marshal, Oscar “Chicken” Henry, tb, Manuel Paul, s, and Wilbert Tillman, sous.
1962

Transferred from Special Collections, April 20, 2000.
EUREKA BRASS BAND
Photo from *Holiday* magazine
November 1961, St. Louis Cemetery No. 2
Transferred from Special Collections 4/20/2000

EUREKA BRASS BAND
At left with sunglasses, striped suit, & tasseled umbrella is Dick Allen; musicians: Albert Warner, Andrew Morgan, Oscar "Chicken" Henry, Robert Lewis, and Wilbert Tillman. Parade from Preservation Hall to Royal Garden
October 15, 1961 - French Quarter

Photographer: Mrs. Gilbert Chase

EUREKA BRASS BAND
Oscar “Chicken” Henry, Bill Matthews, Wilbert Tillman, Willie Humphrey, Robert “Son Few Clothes” Lewis, Peter Bocage; funeral for Young & True Friends.
September 28, 1961 - Carrollton Section.

Photographer: William Russell
EUREKA BRASS BAND
Alcide “Slow Drag” Pavageau, grand marshal, Albert Warner, tb, Barbara Reid, Ralph Collins, and Barbara’s daughter.
May 28, 1961 - Bourbon Street, New Orleans, Louisiana

WILLIAM RUSSELL COLLECTION

EUREKA BRASS BAND
May 28, 1961 - Bourbon Street, New Orleans, Louisiana

WILLIAM RUSSELL COLLECTION

EUREKA BRASS BAND
Musicians backs to camera; playing for Benevolent Association funeral.
1961 - funeral began at Oak & Burdette, New Orleans, Louisiana

Photographer: Florence Mars
Transferred from Special Collections, April 20, 2000.
EUREKA BRASS BAND
at funeral
1961
Photographer: Florence Mars
Transferred from Special Collections, April 20, 2000.

EUREKA BRASS BAND
Albert Warner, tb, Oscar “Chicken” Henry, tb, Red Clark, sous,
Paul Barnes, cl, Manuel Paul, ts, George “Kid Sheik” Colar, tp, and
Robert Lewis, bd. Funeral for member of Young Men’s Protective
& Benevolent Association of Algiers.
August 27, 1960
Photographer: Majorie T. Zander

EUREKA BRASS BAND
White observers at funeral.
August 1960
Photographer: Majorie T. Zander
EUREKA BRASS BAND
Albert Warner, tb, Oscar “Chicken” Henry, tb, Red Clark, sous,
Willie Humphrey, as, Manuel Paul, ts, Bill Matthews, sn d,
Christopher “Black Happy” Goldston, bd, Percy Humphrey, tp,
leader, Peter Bocage, tp, Jack Willis, tp, Matthew “Fats” Houston;
Isidore Barbarin’s funeral.
June 16, 1960
Photographer: Majorie T. Zander

EUREKA BRASS BAND
Albert Warner, tb, Oscar “Chicken” Henry, tb, Red Clark, sous,
Willie Humphrey, as, Manuel Paul, ts, Jack Willis, tp, Bill
Matthews, sn d, Christopher “Black Happy” Goldston, bd, Percy
Humphrey, tp, leader, Peter Bocage, tp, Le Sharpton; also present:
Richare b. Allen, Ginny Wagner, Bill Russell; Isidore Barbarin’s
funeral.
June 16, 1960 - New Orleans
Photographer: Majorie T. Zander

EUREKA BRASS BAND
Albert Warner, tb, Oscar “Chicken” Henry, tb, Red Clark, sous;
Willie Humphrey, as; Manuel Paul, ts; Bill Matthews, sd; Happy
Goldston, bd; Percy Humphrey, tp (leader); Peter Bocage, tp; Jack
Willis, tp; at Isidore Barbarin’s funeral.
June 16, 1960
Photographer: Majorie T. Zander
EUREKA BRASS BAND
Photographer: H. L. Chevier; PROPERTY OF RICHARD B. ALLEN

EUREKA BRASS BAND
AL ROSE COLLECTION

EUREKA BRASS BAND
[ ?], Manuel Paul, ts, [ ?], sn d, [Sunny Henry ?], tb, [Red Clark ?], sous, Percy C. Humphrey, tp, Reuben Roddy, as, Kid Sheik Colar, tp, and Robert Lewis, bd. Early 1960's
Photographer: Al Rose
AL ROSE COLLECTION
PH001404

EUREKA BRASS BAND
Sunny Henry, tb, and Red Clark, sous
Early 1960's

AL ROSE COLLECTION

PH001405

EUREKA BRASS BAND
Albert Warner, tb, Clement Tervalon, tb, Manuel Paul, ts, Red
Clark, sous, and Robert Lewis, bd
early 1960's
AL ROSE COLLECTION

PH001406

EUREKA BRASS BAND
George “Kid Sheik” Colar, tp; Percy Humphrey, tp, leader.
[1960s]
Gift of the Kershaw family via Ellen B. Kershaw, 3/25/2003
Al and Doris Kershaw Collection
EUREKA BRASS BAND
1958
Gift of Al Rose, 5/9/1986
Al Rose Collection

PH001408

EUREKA BRASS BAND
at funeral; no musicians visible. Second liners; Richard B. Allen with dark glasses; [Herbert Otto ?], on left.

c. 1957-58

See Herbert Otto correspondence to Richard B. Allen

PH001409

EUREKA BRASS BAND
at funeral; no musicians visible. Richard B. Allen with dark glasses

c. 1957-58

See Herbert Otto correspondence to Richard B. Allen
**PH001410**

**EUREKA BRASS BAND**
at funeral.

c. 1957-58
See Herbert Otto correspondence to Richard B. Allen

---

**PH001411**

**EUREKA BRASS BAND**
[during funeral ?]; no musicians visible.

c. 1957-58

---

**OPH000591**

**EUREKA BRASS BAND**
1957 - Lafayette Cemetery #2

Photographer: Lee Friedlander
Do Not Reproduce without Lee Friedlander’s permission.
EUREKA BRASS BAND
George “Kid Sheik” Colar, standing with tp; Manuel Paul and Red Clark; playing for funeral [note: black caps].
1957 - New Orleans

Photographer: Lee Friedlander
Do Not Reproduce without Lee Friedlander’s permission.

EUREKA BRASS BAND
October 12, 1956 - St. Philip Street

Photographer: William Russell

EUREKA BRASS BAND  (2 photos on board)
Top photo: Eureka Brass Band with Alphonse Picou and John Casimir; Playing for Fred Ramsey’s “Odyssey” T.V. show.
October 12, 1956 - St. Philip Street
Bottom photo: Eddie Richardson, Willie Pajaud, Red Clark, Albert Warner, and “Sunny” Henry; during a recording session; August 1951 - St. Philip Street, New Orleans
Photographer: William Russell
**PH001412**

**EUREKA BRASS BAND** (Post card)
George “Kid Sheik” Colar and Percy Humphrey, tp.
c. 1956
Photographer: Ralston Crawford

**OPH000595**

Late 1950's - New Orleans
Photographer: Lee Friedlander
Do not reproduce without Lee Friedlander’s permission.

**PH001413**

**EUREKA BRASS BAND**
playing at Oscar “Papa” Celestin’s funeral.
December 15, 1954 - New Orleans

AL ROSE COLLECTION
EUREKA BRASS BAND
1954
Gift of Al Rose, 5/9/1986
Al Rose Collection

PH001415

EUREKA BRASS BAND ?]
No band members visible.
Sunday, pre-October 5, 1953
Photographer: Mr. or Mrs. Sol Babitz
Gift of Sol Babitz; see Sol Babitz letter of October 5, 1953.

PH001416

[EUREKA BRASS BAND ?]
June 21, 1953
Gift of Al Rose
AL ROSE COLLECTION
**EUREKA BRASS BAND**

[Rest stop], seated in swing on porch: Red Clark, [sous]; seated on porch: Francine Du Plessix, music fan and Alden Ashforth (with glasses), who recorded many bands in New Orleans, music teacher, clarinetist.

July 6, 1952

Photographer: William Russell; gift of the photographer

---

**EUREKA BRASS BAND**


July 1952 - church near Washington Avenue & So. Claiborne, New Orleans

Photographer: William Russell

---

**EUREKA BRASS BAND**


Summer 1952 - corner Dryades and Philip Streets

Photographer: William Russell

WILLIAM RUSSELL COLLECTION
EUREKA BRASS BAND
Summer 1952 - corner Dryades and Philip Streets

Photographer: William Russell
WILLIAM RUSSELL COLLECTION

EUREKA BRASS BAND
1) Percy Humphrey, Eddie Richardson, Robert Lewis, Red Clark, and “Sunny” Henry; funeral parade outside “Broadway St.”

Photographer: William Russell

EUREKA BRASS BAND
From Holiday magazine.
March 1952
Transferred from Special Collections, April 20, 2000.
EUREKA BRASS BAND
Percy Humphrey, tp, Eddie Richardson (back to camera), tp, and Willie Pajaud, tp.
c. 1950-52 - New Orleans, Louisiana
Photographer: Alden Ashforth; gift of the photographer.
For permission to reproduce, please contact the photographer.
ALDEN ASHFORTH COLLECTION

EUREKA BRASS BAND
Emanuel Paul, ts, Albert Warner, tb, Robert “Son” Lewis, bd, Charles “Sunny” Henry, tb, and Joseph “Red” Clark, sous
c. 1950-52 - New Orleans, Louisiana
Photographer: Alden Ashforth; gift of the photographer.
For permission to reproduce, please contact the photographer.

EUREKA BRASS BAND
Emanuel Paul, ts, Albert Warner, tb, Robert “Son” Lewis, bd, Charles “Sunny” Henry, tb, and Joseph “Red” Clark, sous
c. 1950-52 - New Orleans, Louisiana
Photographer: Alden Ashforth; gift of the photographer.
For permission to reproduce, please contact the photographer.
EUREKA BRASS BAND
Emanuel Paul, ts, Robert “Son” Lewis, bd, Albert Warner, tb, [?]. Charles “Sunny” Henry, tb, and Joseph “Red” Clark, sous
C. 1950-52 - New Orleans, Louisiana
Photographer: Alden Ashforth; gift of the photographer.
For permission to reproduce, please contact the photographer.

EUREKA BRASS BAND
Robert “Son” Lewis, bd, Emanuel Paul, bd, Reuben Roddy, as, Albert Warner, tb, Charles “Sunny” Henry, tb, and Joseph “Red” Clark, sous
C. 1950-52 - New Orleans, Louisiana
Photographer: Alden Ashforth; gift of the photographer.
For permission to reproduce, please contact the photographer.
ALDEN ASHFORTH COLLECTION

EUREKA BRASS BAND
Percy Humphrey, tp, leader, Eddie Richardson, tp, Ernest Rogers, sn d, and Willie Pajaud, tp.
C. 1950-52 - New Orleans, Louisiana
Photographer: Alden Ashforth; gift of the photographer.
For permission to reproduce, please contact the photographer.
ALDEN ASHFORTH COLLECTION
EUREKA BRASS BAND
Percy Humphrey, tp, leader, Eddie Richardson (partially hidden), tp, Ernest Rogers, sn d, and Willie Pajaud, tp.
c. 1950-52 - New Orleans, Louisiana
Photographer: Alden Ashforth; gift of the photographer.
For permission to reproduce, please contact the photographer.
ALDEN ASHFORTH COLLECTION

EUREKA BRASS BAND
Percy Humphrey, tp, leader, Ernest Rogers, sn d, Eddie Richardson (partially visible), tp, Willie Pajaud, tp, Emanuel Paul, ts, Robert “Son” Lewis, bd, Albert Warner, tb, Reuben Roddy (partially visible), as, Joseph “Red” Clark (partially visible), sous.
c. 1950-52 - New Orleans, Louisiana; Photographer: Alden Ashforth; gift of the photographer. For permission to reproduce, please contact the photographer.
ALDEN ASHFORTH COLLECTION

EUREKA BRASS BAND
Ernest Rogers, sn d, Albert Warner, tb, Charles “Sunny” Henry, tb, Robert “Son” Lewis, bd, Reuben Roddy, as, Joseph “Red” Clark (hidden behind marshal), sous.
c. 1950-52 - New Orleans, Louisiana
Photographer: Alden Ashforth; gift of the photographer.
For permission to reproduce, please contact the photographer.
ALDEN ASHFORTH COLLECTION
**PH001425**

**EUREKA BRASS BAND**
Charles “Sunny” Henry, tb, and Joseph “Red” Clark, sous.
c. 1950-52 - New Orleans, Louisiana
Photographer: Alden Ashforth; gift of the photographer.
For permission to reproduce, please contact the photographer.
ALDEN ASHFORTH COLLECTION

**PH001426**

**EUREKA BRASS BAND**
Willie Pajaud, tp, Ernest Rogers, sn d, Robert “Son” Lewis, bd,
Reuben Roddy, as, Joseph “Red” Clark, sous, Eddie Richardson, tp,
Charles “Sunny” Henry, tb, Albert Warner, tb, and Percy
Humphrey, tp, leader.  
c. 1950-52 - New Orleans, Louisiana
Photographer: Alden Ashforth; gift of the photographer.
For permission to reproduce, please contact the photographer.
ALDEN ASHFORTH COLLECTION

**PH001427**

**EUREKA BRASS BAND**
Albert Warner, tb, Charles “Sunny” Henry, tb, Joseph “Red” Clark,
sous, Reuben Roddy, as, [Eddie Richardson ?], Robert “Son”
Lewis, bd, and Willie Pajaud, tp
c. 1950-52 - New Orleans, Louisiana
Photographer: Alden Ashforth; gift of the photographer.
For permission to reproduce, please contact the photographer.
ALDEN ASHFORTH COLLECTION
EUREKA BRASS BAND
Charles “Sunny” Henry, tb, Albert Warner, tb; in background: [Eddie Richardson ?], tp, Reuben Roddy [back to camera], as, and Emanuel Paul, ts.
c. 1950-52 - New Orleans, Louisiana
Photographer: Alden Ashforth; gift of the photographer.
For permission to reproduce, please contact the photographer.
ALDEN ASHFORTH COLLECTION

EUREKA BRASS BAND
c. 1950-52 - New Orleans, Louisiana
Photographer: Alden Ashforth; gift of the photographer.
For permission to reproduce, please contact the photographer.
ALDEN ASHFORTH COLLECTION

EUREKA BRASS BAND
Percy Humphrey, tp, leader, Eddie Richardson, tp, Willie Pajaud (partially visible), tp, Ernest Rogers, sn d, and Robert “Son” Lewis, bd.
c. 1950-52 - New Orleans, Louisiana
Photographer: Alden Ashforth; gift of the photographer.
For permission to reproduce, please contact the photographer.
ALDEN ASHFORTH COLLECTION
EUREKA BRASS BAND
Percy Humphrey, tp, leader, Eddie Richardson, tp, and Willie Pajaud, tp.
c. 1950-52 - New Orleans, Louisiana
Photographer: Alden Ashforth; gift of the photographer.
For permission to reproduce, please contact the photographer.
ALDEN ASHFORTH COLLECTION

EUREKA BRASS BAND
August 25, 1951 - Belkoma Dance Salon, Marias Street, New Orleans
Photographer: William Russell
ALDEN ASHFORTH COLLECTION

EUREKA BRASS BAND
with George Lewis; recording session issued on PAX label.
August 1951 - St. Philip Street
Photographer: Bernard Steinau
STEINAU COLLECTION
EUREKA BRASS BAND
August 1951 - St. Philip Street
Photographer: William Russell

EUREKA BRASS BAND
L-r: [Willie Pajaud?], tp; Manuel Paul, ts; Albert Warner, tb; Robert “Son” Lewis, bd; Charles “Sunny” Henry, tb; Joseph “Red” Clark, sous; [?], grand marshal.
1951
Photographer: Alden Ashforth
Gift of Alden Ashforth, 10/23/1991

EUREKA BRASS BAND
Willie Pajaud, Reuben Roddy, Robert “Son” Lewis, and Joseph “Red” Clark; picture taken for LOOK article, June 6, 1950.

Photographer: Stanley Kubrick
ROBERT W. GREENWOOD COLLECTION
EUREKA BRASS BAND
[Edmond Washington ?], sn d, Willie Pajaud, tp, Manuel Paul, ts,
May 1950 - Photographer: Bernard M. Steinau, M.D.
Gift of Robert W. Greenwood, rec’d; December 8, 1976

EUREKA BRASS BAND
Upper photo: Albert Warner, tb .
Lower photo: Edmond Washington, sn d, Robert Lewis, bd, Percy Humphrey, tp, [Reuben Roddy ?], as
1950
Photographer: William Russell

EUREKA BRASS BAND
Edmond Washington, sn d, Manuel Paul, ts, Albert Warner, tb, Reuben Roddy, as, Charles “Sunny” Henry, tb, Joseph “Red” Clark, sous; playing for Young Men Olympians Benevolent Association funeral; probably coming back from cemetery c. 1950 -Washington Avenue, near Lafayette Cemetery No. 2
Photographer: Bernard M. Steinau, M.D.
STEINAU COLLECTION
EUREKA BRASS BAND
Photographer: Bernard M. Steinau, M.D.
STEINAU COLLECTION

EUREKA BRASS BAND
Photographer: Bernard M. Steinau, M.D.
STEINAU COLLECTION

EUREKA BRASS BAND
Photographer: Bernard M. Steinau, M.D.
STEINAU COLLECTION
EUREKA BRASS BAND
[Manuel Paul, ts, Charles “Sunny” Henry, tb, Eddie Richardson, tp, Joseph “Red” Clark, sous, Ace Watson, grand marshal]; playing for Young Men Olympians Benevolent Association funeral
1950 - Uptown, New Orleans
Photographer: Bernard M. Steinau, M.D.
STEINAU COLLECTION

EUREKA BRASS BAND
Albert Warner, tb, Manuel Paul, ts, Charles “Sunny” Henry, tb, Joseph “Red” Clark, sous, Reuben Roddy, as, Eddie Richardson, tp, and Robert Lewis, bd; playing for Young Men Olympians Benevolent Association funeral
1950 - Lafayette Cemetery No. 2, New Orleans
Photographer: Bernard M. Steinau, M.D.
STEINAU COLLECTION

EUREKA BRASS BAND
Young Men Olympians Benevolent Association members and Willie Pajaud, tp; playing for YMOBA funeral.
1950 - Lafayette Cemetery No. 2, New Orleans
Photographer: Bernard M. Steinau, M.D.
STEINAU COLLECTION
EUREKA BRASS BAND
Young Men Olympians Benevolent Association members entering Lafayette Cemetery No. 2; [no doubt Eureka Brass Band] playing for YMOBA funeral
c. 1950 -Lafayette Cemetery No. 2, New Orleans
Photographer: Bernard M. Steinau, M.D.
STEINAU COLLECTION

EUREKA BRASS BAND
“Hands in Graveyard photo”, Eureka Brass Band played for Young Men Olympians Benevolent Association funeral
c. 1950 -Lafayette Cemetery No. 2, New Orleans
Photographer: Bernard M. Steinau, M.D.
STEINAU COLLECTION
(2 copies)

EUREKA BRASS BAND
Percy Humphrey, tp, Eddie Richardson, tp, Willie Pajaud, tp, Reuben Roddy, as, Robert Lewis, bd, Joseph “Red” Clark, sous, and Charles “Sunny” Henry, tb; playing for Odd Fellows’ parade.
c. 1950 -[Bienville Street ?], New Orleans
Photographer: Bernard M. Steinau, M.D.
STEINAU COLLECTION
EUREKA BRASS BAND
c. 1950 -[Downtown ?], New Orleans
Photographer: Bernard M. Steinau, M.D.
STEINAU COLLECTION

EUREKA BRASS BAND
Robert Lewis, bd, Edmond Washington, sn d, Reuben Roddy, as, Manuel Paul, ts, Joseph “Red” Clark, sous, and Charles “Sunny” Henry, tb; [playing for Odd Fellows’ parade ?].
c. 1950 -[Melpomene Street ?], New Orleans
Photographer: Bernard M. Steinau, M.D.
STEINAU COLLECTION

EUREKA BRASS BAND
playing for Odd Fellows’ parade.
c. 1950 -Bienville Street, New Orleans
Photographer: Bernard M. Steinau, M.D.
STEINAU COLLECTION
EUREKA BRASS BAND
playing for Odd Fellows’ parade.
c. 1950 -Bienville Street, New Orleans
Photographer: Bernard M. Steinau, M.D.
STEINAU COLLECTION

EUREKA BRASS BAND
playing for Odd Fellows’ parade; Eddie Dawson commanding drill team.
c. 1950 -[Bienville Street ?], New Orleans
Photographer: Bernard M. Steinau, M.D.
STEINAU COLLECTION

EUREKA BRASS BAND
[ playing for Odd Fellows’ parade ]; parade watchers.
c. 1950
Photographer: Bernard M. Steinau, M.D.
STEINAU COLLECTION
EUREKA BRASS BAND
Second line and one Odd Fellows member.
c. 1950 - Dorgenois and Bienville Streets, New Orleans
Photographer: Bernard M. Steinau, M.D.
STEINAU COLLECTION

EUREKA BRASS BAND
playing for Odd Fellows’ parade; Albert Warner, tb; also grand
marshal and second line; Herbert Otto and Richard B. Allen.
c. 1950 - [St. Louis Street ?], New Orleans
Photographer: Bernard M. Steinau, M.D.
STEINAU COLLECTION

EUREKA BRASS BAND
playing for Odd Fellows’ parade; Albert Warner, tb; Second line;
Herbert Otto and Richard B. Allen.
c. 1950 - [St. Louis Street ?], New Orleans
Photographer: Bernard M. Steinau, M.D.
STEINAU COLLECTION
EUREKA BRASS BAND
Odd Fellows’ parade.
Sunday, May 10, 1945 - Uptown, New Orleans
Photographer: Skippy Adelman
GENE WILLIAMS COLLECTION
[Rights owned by George Rosenthal]
EUREKA BRASS BAND
Charles “Sunny” Henry, tb, Joseph “Red” Clark, sous, Percy Humphrey, tp, and Wilbert Tillman, as.
Photographer: Lee Friedlander
Do not reproduce without Lee Friedlander’s permission.

EUREKA BRASS BAND
Lafayette Cemetery No. 2, New Orleans, Louisiana
Photographer: Lee Friedlander
Do not reproduce without Lee Friedlander’s permission.

EUREKA BRASS BAND
Percy Humphrey, tp, leader, Alfred Williams, sn d, Albert Warner, tb, Eddie Summers, tb, and Harold Dejan, as; playing for Mother’s Day parade for Odd Fellows.
Hahnville, Louisiana
Photographer: Lee Friedlander
Do not reproduce without Lee Friedlander’s permission.
EUREKA BRASS BAND
Joseph “Red” Clark, sous, Harold Dejan, s, Robert “Son Few Clothes” Lewis, bd; playing for Mother’s Day parade for Odd Fellows.
Probably Hahnville, Louisiana
Photographer: Lee Friedlander
Do not reproduce without Lee Friedlander’s permission.

EUREKA BRASS BAND
Joseph “Red” Clark’s tuba and Robert Lewis’s drum.
Photographer: Lee Friedlander
Do not reproduce without Lee Friedlander’s permission

EUREKA BRASS BAND
Anderson Minor w/umbrella; Allan Jaffe, tu
Gift of Al Rose, May 9, 1985
AL ROSE COLLECTION
PH001436

EUREKA BRASS BAND

AL ROSE COLLECTION

PH001437

EUREKA BRASS BAND

AL ROSE COLLECTION

PH001438

EUREKA BRASS BAND
Chester Zardis, sous; George “Kid Sheik” Colar, tp Kid Sheik” Colar, tp

Photographer: Hans Lychou; gift of the photographer, June 30, 1976
PH001439

EUREKA BRASS BAND (photo of dolls)

Gift of Peter R. Haby, 26 The Avenue, Belmont, Geelong, Victoria, Australia.

PH001440

CARLISLE EVANS BAND

Emmet Hardy, Leon Ropollo, [Norman Brownlee?], [Oscar Mason?], others unidentified.

OPH000634

EVAN, LEE BARTON (opera singer)

Autographed: “To Ed Fontana and the boys of the orchestra-'The finest in the Land'-need I say more-Lee Barton Evans as Tonio in Pagliacci-An orchestra that really accompanies a singer.”

Gift of John Scheurmann, December 26, 1985
EVANS ORIGINAL JAZZ BAND
Jack Willet, d, Myron Neal, ts, Carisle Evans, p, Emmett Hardy, co,
Leon Roppolo, cl, Lew Black, bj, and Tal Sexton, tb
1921 - Davenport, Iowa

Rec’d from Plato Smith, January 23, 1996
JOE MARES COLLECTION

EVERETT, BILLY
with Dan Fitch Minstrels, touring Keith-Albee Circuit
1925 - So. Bend, Indiana

Photographer: Orpheum Studio

EVOL, MR. GENE
with Mr. Jimmy Callaway, and Mr. Carole Starr (female
impersonators); Reproduction of flyer advertising entertainment at
Club My O My.

Mike Smith copied from original.
EYES OF JAZZ EXHIBIT
Willie J. Humphrey and Richard B. Allen (back to camera); reception for opening of exhibit. April 25, 1991 - Hogan Jazz Archive, Howard-Tilton Memorial Library, Tulane University

Photographer: Al Kennedy, New Orleans Photography, 504-835-0283
Gift of the photographer, via Girard Mouton III

EYES OF JAZZ EXHIBIT
Girard Mouton III, Bruce Boyd Raeburn, Alma D. Williams, and Mickey Barthelemy (wife of then Mayor Sidney Barthelemy); reception for opening of exhibit. April 25, 1991 - Hogan Jazz Archive, Howard-Tilton Memorial Library, Tulane University

Photographer: Al Kennedy, New Orleans Photography, 504-835-0283
Gift of the photographer, via Girard Mouton III

EYES OF JAZZ EXHIBIT
Girard Mouton III, Bruce Boyd Raeburn, and Mickey Barthelemy (wife of then Mayor Sidney Barthelemy); reception for opening of exhibit. April 25, 1991 - Hogan Jazz Archive, Howard-Tilton Memorial Library, Tulane University

Photographer: Al Kennedy, New Orleans Photography, 504-835-0283
Gift of the photographer, via Girard Mouton III
EYES OF JAZZ EXHIBIT
Al Rose, Dr. Karl Koenig (partially visible), Don Marquis (black framed glasses), Tad Jones, Steve Teeter, Philip Leinbach (back to camera), Richard B. Allen (partially visible), and Bruce Boyd Raeburn; during reception for opening of exhibit.
April 25, 1991 - Hogan Jazz Archive, Howard-Tilton Memorial Library, Tulane University
Photographer: Al Kennedy, New Orleans Photography, 504-835-0283
Gift of the photographer, via Girard Mouton III

EYES OF JAZZ EXHIBIT
Steve Teeter (back to camera), Dr. Karl Koenig, Al Rose, and Tad Jones; during reception for opening of exhibit.
April 25, 1991 - Hogan Jazz Archive, Howard-Tilton Memorial Library, Tulane University

Photographer: Al Kennedy, New Orleans Photography, 504-835-0283
Gift of the photographer, via Girard Mouton III

FAIRVIEW BAPTIST CHURCH CHRISTIAN BAND
2nd from left, William Smith, [trumpet not visible]
June/July 1976 - French Market
Photographer: Chuck Fishman
May not be reproduce or copied without permission from Chuck Fishman.
FAIRVIEW BAPTIST CHURCH CHRISTIAN BAND 179.8
Charles Barbarin, bd

Early 1970's

Photographer: Hans Lychou; gift of the photographer, June 30, 1976

*FALKS’S JAZZ SERENADERS

*Chester Falks according to Harold Peterson, May 8, 1984.

FAVORITE DANCE ORCHESTRA 152.7472
Paul Alexis, tp, Paul Durand, d, Vincent Burrella, bj, Carola von Lubbe, p (now Mrs. Chick Johnson), Chick Johnson, s, and Joe Burrella, cl.

June 1931 - “The Gardens”, Lakeview, Louisiana

Gift of Al Rose, January 15, 1975
FAZOLA, IRVING (né: Prestopnik), grave of January 1993 - St. Vincent’s’ Cemetery, (Soniat Street), behind Newman School, plot: Rotis (wife’s maiden name), Square A, Section 5, Lot 25, St. Francis Avenue

Photographer: Al Kennedy, (504) 835-0283; gift of the photographer, Jan. 5, 1993

FAZOLA, IRVING (né: Prestopnik), grave of January 1993 - St. Vincent’s’ Cemetery, (Soniat Street), behind Newman School, plot: Rotis (wife’s maiden name), Square A, Section 5, Lot 25, St. Francis Avenue

Photographer: Al Kennedy, (504) 835-0283; gift of the photographer, Jan. 5, 1993

IRVING FAZOLA’S BAND
PH001456

FAZOLA, IRVING

Rec’d from Plato Smith, January 23, 1996
JOE MARES COLLECTION

PH001457

FAZOLA, IRVING, left,
and Bob Haggart, right

Rec’d from Plato Smith, January 23, 1996
JOE MARES COLLECTION

OPH000635

FAZOLA, IRVING, cl

reproduced from NEW ORLEANS JAZZ: A FAMILY ALBUM, 1st & 2nd edition, page 42, for Tulane Hot Jazz Classic, 1983,
FEARS, PEGGY (MRS. A. C. BLUMENTAHL)
Photographer: International New Photos

AL ROSE COLLECTION

PH001459
(color snapshot)
FRANK FEDERICO AND THE MEDICARE MADCAPS
Frank Federico, g, Joseph Nastasi, bass g, Cyril “Shorty” Reese, s, Frank Vicari (face hidden), d, and Jose Grisaffi, cl; during the New Orleans Jazz and Heritage Festival.
April/May 1995 – New Orleans Fairgrounds
Photographer: Seth Weinstein
Gift of Seth Weinstein, June 6, 1995
#1 of 27

PH001460
(color snapshot)
FRANK FEDERICO AND THE MEDICARE MADCAPS
Joseph Nastasi, bass g, Frank Federico, g, Frank Vicari, d, and Cyril “Shorty” Reese, s; during the New Orleans Jazz and Heritage Festival.
April/May 1995 – New Orleans Fairgrounds
Photographer: Seth Weinstein
Gift of Seth Weinstein, June 6, 1995
#2 of 27
PH001461
(color snapshot)

FRANK FEDERICO AND THE MEDICARE MADCAPS
Cyril “Shorty” Reese, s, Frank Vicari (partially visible), d,
Joe Grisaffi, cl, Tony Dalmado, tp, and Bob O’Rourke, tb;
during the New Orleans Jazz and Heritage Festival.

April/May 1995 – New Orleans Fairgrounds
Photographer: Seth Weinstein

Gift of Seth Weinstein, June 6, 1995

#3 of 27

PH001462
(color snapshot)

FRANK FEDERICO AND THE MEDICARE MADCAPS
Cyril “Shorty” Reese, s, Joe Grisaffi, cl, Tony Dalmado, tp,
and Bob O’Rourke, tb; during the New Orleans Jazz and
Heritage Festival.

April/May 1995 – New Orleans Fairgrounds
Photographer: Seth Weinstein

Gift of Seth Weinstein, June 6, 1995

#4 of 27

PH001463
(color snapshot)

FRANK FEDERICO AND THE MEDICARE MADCAPS
Cyril “Shorty” Reese, s, and Joe Grisaffi, cl; during the New
Orleans Jazz and Heritage Festival.

April/May 1995 – New Orleans Fairgrounds
Photographer: Seth Weinstein

Gift of Seth Weinstein, June 6, 1995

#5 of 27
FRANK FEDERICO AND THE MEDICARE MADCAPS
Mervin Budge, p, Frank Federico, g, Cyril “Shorty” Reese, s, Joe Grisaffi, cl, Tony Dalmado, tp, and Bob O’Rourke, tb; during the New Orleans Jazz and Heritage Festival.

April/May 1995 – New Orleans Fairgrounds
Photographer: Seth Weinstein

Gift of Seth Weinstein, June 6, 1995
#6 of 27

FRANK FEDERICO AND THE MEDICARE MADCAPS
Mervin Budge, p, Frank Federico, g, Cyril “Shorty” Reese, s, Joseph Nastasi, bass g, Joe Grisaffi, cl, Tony Dalmado, tp, and Bob O’Rourke, tb; during the New Orleans Jazz and Heritage Festival.

April/May 1995 – New Orleans Fairgrounds
Photographer: Seth Weinstein

Gift of Seth Weinstein, June 6, 1995
#7 of 27

FRANK FEDERICO AND THE MEDICARE MADCAPS
Cyril “Shorty” Reese (partially visible), s, Joe Grisaffi, cl, Tony Dalmado, tp, and Bob O’Rourke, tb; during the New Orleans Jazz and Heritage Festival.

April/May 1995 – New Orleans Fairgrounds
Photographer: Seth Weinstein

Gift of Seth Weinstein, June 6, 1995
#8 of 27
FRANK FEDERICO AND THE MEDICARE MADCAPS

Frank Federico, g, Joseph Nastasi, bass g, Cyril “Shorty” Reese, s, Frank Vicari, d, and Joe Grisaffi (partially visible), cl; during the New Orleans Jazz and Heritage Festival.

April/May 1995 – New Orleans Fairgrounds
Photographer: Seth Weinstein

Gift of Seth Weinstein, June 6, 1995

#9 of 27
PH001470

(color snapshot)
FRANK FEDERICO AND THE MEDICARE MADCAPS
Joe Grisaffi, cl, Tony Dalmado, tp, and Bob O’Rourke, tb; during the New Orleans Jazz and Heritage Festival.

April/May 1995 – New Orleans Fairgrounds
Photographer: Seth Weinstein

Gift of Seth Weinstein, June 6, 1995
#12 of 27

PH001471

(color snapshot)
FRANK FEDERICO AND THE MEDICARE MADCAPS
Mervin Budge, p, Frank Federico, g, Cyril “Shorty” Reese, s, Joe Grisaffi, cl, Tony Dalmado, tp, and Bob O’Rourke, tb; during the New Orleans Jazz and Heritage Festival.

April/May 1995 – New Orleans Fairgrounds
Photographer: Seth Weinstein

Gift of Seth Weinstein, June 6, 1995
#13 of 27

PH001472

(color snapshot)
FRANK FEDERICO AND THE MEDICARE MADCAPS
Mervin Budge, p; during the New Orleans Jazz and Heritage Festival.

April/May 1995 – New Orleans Fairgrounds
Photographer: Seth Weinstein

Gift of Seth Weinstein, June 6, 1995
#14 of 27
FRANK FEDERICO AND THE MEDICARE MADCAPS
Mervin Budge, p, and Joseph Nastasi, bass g; during the New Orleans Jazz and Heritage Festival.

April/May 1995 – New Orleans Fairgrounds
Photographer: Seth Weinstein

Gift of Seth Weinstein, June 6, 1995
#15 of 27

FRANK FEDERICO AND THE MEDICARE MADCAPS
Joseph Nastasi, bass g, Cyril “Shorty” Reese, s, Joe Grisaffi, cl, Tony Dalmado, tp, and Bob O’Rourke, tb; during the New Orleans Jazz and Heritage Festival.

April/May 1995 – New Orleans Fairgrounds
Photographer: Seth Weinstein

Gift of Seth Weinstein, June 6, 1995
#16 of 27

FRANK FEDERICO AND THE MEDICARE MADCAPS
Frank Federico, g, Joseph Nastasi (partially hidden), bass g, Cyril “Shorty” Reese, s, Joe Grisaffi, cl, Tony Dalmado, tp, and Bob O’Rourke (partially visible), tb; during the New Orleans Jazz and Heritage Festival.

April/May 1995 – New Orleans Fairgrounds
Photographer: Seth Weinstein

Gift of Seth Weinstein, June 6, 1995
#17 of 27
PH001476
(color snapshot)
FRANK FEDERICO AND THE MEDICARE MADCAPS
Mervin Budge, p, Frank Federico, g, and Joseph Nastasi, bass g, during the New Orleans Jazz and Heritage Festival.

April/May 1995 – New Orleans Fairgrounds
Photographer: Seth Weinstein

Gift of Seth Weinstein, June 6, 1995
#18 of 27

PH001477
(color snapshot)
FRANK FEDERICO AND THE MEDICARE MADCAPS
Cyril “Shorty” Reese (partially hidden), s, Tony Dalmado (partially hidden), tp, Bob O’Rourke, tb, and Frank Vicari, d; during the New Orleans Jazz and Heritage Festival.

April/May 1995 – New Orleans Fairgrounds
Photographer: Seth Weinstein

Gift of Seth Weinstein, June 6, 1995
#19 of 27

PH001478
(color snapshot)
FRANK FEDERICO AND THE MEDICARE MADCAPS
Mervin Budge, p, Frank Federico, g, Cyril “Shorty” Reese, s, Joe Grisaffi, cl, Tony Dalmado, tp, and Bob O’Rourke, tb; during the New Orleans Jazz and Heritage Festival.

April/May 1995 – New Orleans Fairgrounds
Photographer: Seth Weinstein

Gift of Seth Weinstein, June 6, 1995
#20 of 27
FRANK FEDERICO AND THE MEDICARE MADCAPS
Joseph Nastasi, bass g, Frank Federico (back to camera), g, Frank Vicari, d, Cyril “Shorty” Reese, s, and Joe Grisaffi, cl; during the New Orleans Jazz and Heritage Festival.

April/May 1995 – New Orleans Fairgrounds
Photographer: Seth Weinstein

Gift of Seth Weinstein, June 6, 1995
#21 of 27

FRANK FEDERICO AND THE MEDICARE MADCAPS
Frank Federico, g, Cyril “Shorty” Reese, s, Joe Grisaffi, cl, Tony Dalmado, tp, and Bob O’Rourke, tb; during the New Orleans Jazz and Heritage Festival.

April/May 1995 – New Orleans Fairgrounds
Photographer: Seth Weinstein

Gift of Seth Weinstein, June 6, 1995
#22 of 27

FRANK FEDERICO AND THE MEDICARE MADCAPS
Frank Federico, g, Frank Vicari, d, Cyril “Shorty” Reese, s, Joe Grisaffi, cl, Tony Dalmado, tp, and Bob O’Rourke, tb; during the New Orleans Jazz and Heritage Festival.

April/May 1995 – New Orleans Fairgrounds
Photographer: Seth Weinstein

Gift of Seth Weinstein, June 6, 1995
#23 of 27
(color snapshot)
FRANK FEDERICO AND THE MEDICARE MACCAPS
Mervin Budge, p, Frank Federico, g, Joseph Nastasi, bass g, Cyril “Shorty” Reese, s, Joe Grisaffi, cl, Frank Vicari (partially hidden), d, Tony Dalmado, tp, and Bob O’Rourke, tb; during the New Orleans Jazz and Heritage Festival.

April/May 1995 – New Orleans Fairgrounds
Photographer: Seth Weinstein

Gift of Seth Weinstein, June 6, 1995
#24 of 27

PH001483

(color snapshot)
FRANK FEDERICO AND THE MEDICARE MACCAPS
Tony Dalmado, [tp], and Bob O’Rourke, tb; during the New Orleans Jazz and Heritage Festival.

April/May 1995 – New Orleans Fairgrounds
Photographer: Seth Weinstein

Gift of Seth Weinstein, June 6, 1995
#25 of 27

PH001484

(color snapshot)
FRANK FEDERICO AND THE MEDICARE MACCAPS
Joseph Nastasi, bass g, Frank Federico (back to camera), g, Frank Vicari, d, Cyril “Shorty” Reese, s, Joe Grisaffi, cl, Tony Dalmado, tp, and Bob O’Rourke, tb; during the New Orleans Jazz and Heritage Festival.

April/May 1995 – New Orleans Fairgrounds
Photographer: Seth Weinstein

Gift of Seth Weinstein, June 6, 1995
#26 of 27
(color snapshot)

FRANK FEDERICO AND THE MEDICARE MADCAPS
Cyril “Shorty” Reese, s, Joe Grisaffi, cl, Tony Dalmado, tp, and Bob O’Rourke, tb; during the New Orleans Jazz and Heritage Festival.

April/May 1995 – New Orleans Fairgrounds
Photographer: Seth Weinstein

Gift of Seth Weinstein, June 6, 1995
#27 of 27

FRANK FEDERICO AND THE MEDICARE MADCAPS
at the New Orleans Jazz and Heritage Festival.

April/May 1995

Gift of Seth Weinstein, June 1, 1995

FRANK FEDERICO AND THE MEDICARE MADCAPS
Mervin Budge, p; at the New Orleans Jazz and Heritage Festival.

April/May 1995

Gift of Seth Weinstein, June 1, 1995
FRANK FEDERICO AND THE MEDICARE MADCAPS
Mervin Budge, p, Frank Federico, g, Cyril “Shorty” Reese, s, Joe Grisaffi, cl, Frank Vicari, d, Tony Dalmado, tp, and Bob O’Rourke, tb; at the New Orleans Jazz and Heritage Festival.

April/May 1995
Gift of Seth Weinstein, June 1, 1995

FRANK FEDERICO AND THE MEDICARE MADCAPS
Bob O’Rourke, tb, and Frank Vicari, d; at the New Orleans Jazz and Heritage Festival.

April/May 1995
Gift of Seth Weinstein, June 1, 1995

FRANK FEDERICO AND THE MEDICARE MADCAPS
Cyril “Shorty” Reese, s, Joe Grisaffi, cl, Tony Dalmado, tp, and Bob O’Rourke, tb; at the New Orleans Jazz and Heritage Festival.

April/May 1995
Gift of Seth Weinstein, June 1, 1995
FEDERICO, FRANK

1993 - New Orleans
Photographer: John McCusker; gift of the photographer, February 8, 1994

Cannot be reproduced without permission of the photographer.

---

FRANK FEDERICO'S BAND

Tony Dalmado, tp, Louie Timken, d, possibly Louis Masinter, (elec. bass g), and Frank Federico, g

1991

---

FRANK FEDERICO'S BAND

Paul Ingolia, cl, Frank Federico, g; woman on right is Mona Macmurray.

1991
PH001494

FRANK FEDERICO’S BAND
Louie Timken, d, and Frank Federico, g
1991


PH001495

FRANK FEDERICO’S BAND
Louie Timken, d, possibly Louis Masinter, elec. bass g, Tony Dalmado, tp, Paul Ingolia, cl, Cyril K. “Shorty” Reese, ts, and Frank Federico, g
1991


PH001496

FEDERICO, FRANK, left,
with Butz Massicot, Jeff Riddick, [ ], and Jacob Sciambra; during New Orleans Jazz Reunion.

May 9, 1982 - aboard the S.S. President, New Orleans

PH001497

FEDERICO, FRANK, 2nd from left; others unidentified.

Photographer: Popular Photo Studio, 4037 Tulane Avenue

Rec’d from Plato Smith, January 23, 1996
JOE MARES COLLECTION

PH001498

FEDERICO, FRANK, seated, 3rd from left; others unidentified.

Photographer: Popular Photo Studio, 4037 Tulane Avenue

Rec’d from Plato Smith, January 23, 1996
JOE MARES COLLECTION

PH001499

FEIBLEMAN, JAMES

AL ROSE COLLECTION
FERBOS, LIONEL

1993 - New Orleans

Photographer: John McCusker; gift of the photographer, February 8, 1994

Cannot be reproduced without permission of the photographer

---

ERBOS, LIONEL

(in foreground is Mrs. Nick LaRocca); during the New Orleans Jazz Reunion

May 9, 1982 - aboard the S. S. President, New Orleans

Photographer: Joe Marcal

Gift of Al Rose, December 31, 1985

---

FERGUSON, LEONARD, left; Returning 25 year old drumhead to Seabees on their 25th Anniversary (1942-1967)

c. 1967

Official United States Navy photograph.
FERGUSON, LEONARD, drums

PH001503
June 1958
AL ROSE COLLECTION

FERGUSON, LEONARD, drums

PH001504
1958
AL ROSE COLLECTION

FERGUSON, LEONARD, drums

PH001505
Gift of Mrs. Freddie (Roslyn) Kohlman, February 7, 1996.
FREDDIE KOHLMAN COLLECTION
FEUERTAG, VLADMIR (at podium)
Leningrad jazz critic, lecturer and musical diplomat
Gift of Dr. S. Frederick Starr, 4/19/1994
Photo published in book *Red and hot: the fate of jazz in the Soviet Union 1917-1980* by S. Frederick Starr; illustration no. 45

FINAZZI, MARIO
Gift of Florence Mars, 10/19/1959

FINAZZI, MARIO
Gift of Florence Mars, 10/19/1959
FINE ARTS QUARTET OF ABC

1947

AL ROSE COLLECTION

FINE ARTS QUARTET OF ABC

AL ROSE COLLECTION

MAX FINK’S SYNCOPATED JAZZ ARTISTS
Personnel unidentified.

Copied from shee music cover: “Meet Me Down On The Levee,” words and music by M. D. Staninger.
GEORGE FINOLA’S BAND
George Finola, (co), Dan Levinson, cl, Tom Saunders, tu, Raymond “Duke” Heitger, tp, and Bruce “Buzzy” Podewell, bj; during Rex parade on Mardi Gras day.
Mardi Gras Day, 1993 - Napoleon, near Freret Street
Photographer: Daniel C. Meyer; gift of the photographer, July 20, 1994

GEORGE FINOLA’S BAND
George Finola, (w/camera), [co], Dan Levinson, cl, Tom Saunders, tu, Raymond “Duke” Heitger, tp, and Bruce “Buzzy” Podewell, bj; partially visible is Bruce O’Neil, bj; during Rex parade on Mardi Gras day.
Mardi Gras Day, 1993 - Napoleon, near Freret Street
Photographer: Daniel C. Meyer; gift of the photographer, July 20, 1994

GEORGE FINOLA’S CHOSEN FEW
Tom Roberts, p, [Bruce O’Neil ?], bj, [Dan Levinson ?], cl, Tom Saunders, bass sax, George Finola, co, and David Sager, tb; in dark glasses and cap at right is Harvey Hayes (a programmer for WWOZ radio); during the French Quarter Festival 1993
Photographer: Daniel C. Meyer; gift of the photographer, July 20, 1994
**PH001515**

**GEORGE FINOLA’S CHOSEN FEW**

Tom Roberts, p, [Bruce O’Neil ?], bj, [Dan Levinson ?], cl, Tom Saunders, bass sax, George Finola, co, and David Sager, tb; immediate right is Harvey Hayes (a programmer for WWOZ radio); during the French Quarter Festival c. April 1993

Photographer: Daniel C. Meyer; gift of the photographer, July 20, 1994

---

**PH001516**

**FINOLA, GEORGE, co**

[according to Paul Crawford]

Photographer: Grauman Marks; gift of the photographer, April 1, 1965

---

**PH001517**

**FISCHBEIN-WILLIAMS SYNCOPATORS**

Byers “Buzzy” Willliams, p, Charlie Fischbein, violin

1921 - Arcadia Dance Hall, Dauphine & Canal Street, New Orleans

Gift of Buzzy Williams, June 18, 1980
PH001518

JOHNNY FISCHER’S BAND

Trombone on right is Happy Schilling; cymbal player in center is Dave Perkins; tuba player in front is Joe Alexander

1910 - No. Rampart Street, New Orleans

PH001519

JOHNNY FISCHER’S BAND

1910 - Canal Street, New Orleans

Gift of Al Rose, May 9, 1986
AL ROSE COLLECTION

PH001520

JOHNNY FISCHER’S BAND

Canal Street, New Orleans
**PH001521**

**FISKE, MINNIE MADDERN**  
(1865-1932)

AL ROSE COLLECTION

---

**PH001522**

**FITAK, TIM**, left,  
with Amide Colas, sister of Jelly Roll Morton.

March 1981  
Gift of Al Rose (from Tim Fitak)

---

**PH001523**

**FITAK, TIM**, jazz researcher, left,  
with Amide Colas, sister of Jelly Roll Morton.

November 1980  
Gift of Tim Fitak, December 24, 1980.
FITAK, TIM, left,
with Abbie Brunies

1971 - Mississippi

Gift of Al Rose (from Tim Fitak)

---

FITAK, TIM, left,
with Charlie Cordilla

1971 - New Orleans

Gift of Al Rose (from Tim Fitak)

---

FITAK, TIM, left,
with Al Rose
FITZGERALD, ELLA (publicity photo)

[Late 1930's/early 1940's ?]

Photographer: [Bruno ?]

Gift of Andy Simon, Amistad Research Center

FITZGERALD, ELLA

Gift of Mrs. Freddie (Roslyn) Kohlman, February 7, 1996.
FREDDIE KOHLMAN COLLECTION

FIVE NEW ORLEANS BABY’S

Flyer advertising an appearance at the Pizatti Pavilion, May 15, 1920

Copied from the Brunies Brothers’ scrapbook, courtesy of William Russell; copied by Harriet Blum.
**FIVE SOUTHERN JAZZERS**
Antone Lada, d, Frank L’Hotag, tb, Frank Christian, tp, Johnny Fischer, cl, and Ernine Erdman, p  
1921 or 1922 - Chicago  
Photographer: De Haven  
Gift of Frank Christian

**FIVE SOUTHERN JAZZERS**
Antone Lada, d, Frank L’Hotag, tb, Frank Christian, tp, Johnny Fischer, cl, and Ernine Erdman, p  
October 23, 1918 - New York  
Gift of Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Nunez, February 22, 2000.

**FATHER FLANAGAN’S BOYSTOWN BAND**
Dan Desdunes, Paul Whiteman, and Boystown Band. Dan is 4th from left.  
c. 1920's  
Gift of Al Rose, May 9, 1986, courtesy of Arthur LeBrew.  
AL ROSE COLLECTION
THE FLEETWARMERS
Claudio Szenkar, p, Alfons Zschockelt, g, Manfred Lahnstein, tb, Kurt Bong, d, Jurgen Buchholtz, tp, Klaus Doldinger, cl, and Heino Ribbert, b; during the 6th German Amateur Jazz Festival; best traditional band of the 6th German Amateur Jazz Festival. September 23-25, 1960 - dusseldorf
Photographer: Manfred Tischer

FLEMING, GEORGE

PH001533

PH001532

PH001534

FLICK, ROLAND’S BUSINESS CARD

“Flick’s Auto Shop, 2937 Bienville St.”

PH001533

c. 1984 - Berkeley, California

PH001535

FLOYD, KING
Publicity photo for Chimneyville Records

1970

Gift of Tad Jones, March 2, 1996

PH001536

FONTANA, ETTORE
House conductor at the Saenger.

Photographer: Rembrandt Studio, 918 Canal Street, New Orleans

Gift of John Scheurmann, December 26, 1985

PH001537

FONTANA, ETTORE
House conductor at the Saenger.

Photographer: Rembrandt Studio, 918 Canal Street, New Orleans

Gift of John Scheurmann, December 26, 1985
FORD, ANITA (grave of)

January 1981 - Calvary Cemetery, Los Angeles

Photographer: Tim Fitak

Gift of Al Rose (from Tim Fitak)

FORD, ANITA (GONZALES)' grave
["wife" of Jelly Roll Morton]

Calvary Cemetery, Los Angeles

Gift of Tim Fitak, December 24, 1980.

FORD, FRANKIE

Publicity photo for Ace Records - General Artists Corp.]

1959

Photographer: Bruno of Hollywood, NY City
Gift of Tad Jones, March 2, 1996
PH001541

FORTMEYER’S BAND

June 20, 1920 - grounds of Louisiana State capitol
Gift of Mrs. Abbie Kay, April 4, 1988
Copy 1

PH001542

FORTMEYER’S BAND

June 20, 1920 - grounds of Louisiana State capitol
Gift of Mrs. Abbie Kay, April 4, 1988
Copy 2

OPH000637

FOSTER, ABBY “CHINEE”

March or April 1961 - in front of William Russell’s shop

Photographer: William Russell
FOSTER, ABBY “CHINEE”  
March or April 1961 - in front of William Russell’s shop

Photographer: William Russell

FOSTER, ABBY “CHINEE”  
March or April 1961 - in front of William Russell’s shop

Photographer: William Russell

FOSTER, ABBY “CHINEE”  
Singing into snare drum.  
March or April 1961 - in front of William Russell’s shop

Photographer: William Russell
FOSTER, EARL
See interviews 3/22/1961

FOSTER, GEORGE “POPS”, left,
with Charley Traeger, bass
  c. 1948
Photographer: Raymond Shorr, Chelsea 2-0069; Please credit.
HARRY V. SOUCHON SR. COLLECTION

FOSTER, GEORGE “POPS”, giving fingering tips
to Charley Traeger, bass, while Bob Wilber looks on.
  c. 1948
Photographer: Raymond Shorr, Chelsea 2-0069; Please credit.
HARRY V. SOUCHON SR. COLLECTION
FOSTER, GEORGE “POPS”,
with Baby Dodds on drums; during Al Rose’s “Journeys Into Jazz” series.
1947 - Philadelphia Academy of Music
Photographer: Nicholas Alexaki

FOSTER, GEORGE “POPS”,
with Sam Price, p, and Bunk Johnson, tp; during Al Rose’s “Journeys Into Jazz” series.
1947 - Philadelphia Academy of Music
Photographer: Nicholas Alexaki

FOSTER, GEORGE “POPS”,
with Bunk Johnson, Sammy Price and Wild Bill Davison’s shoe; during Al Rose’s “Journeys Into Jazz” series.
1947 - Philadelphia Academy of Music
Photographer: Nicholas Alexaki
FOSTER, GEORGE “POPS”, sb

Photographer: Duncan Schiedt, 4005 N. Adams St., Indianapolis, Indiana; please credit.

HARRY V. SOUCHON SR. COLLECTION

---

FOSTER, GEORGE “POPS”,

with Danny Alvin, Wild Bill Davison, Joe Sullivan, Mezz Mezzrow, George Baquet, Sidney Bechet, and unknown.

JACK BRADLEY AND WILD BILL DAVISON COLLECTION

---

FOSTER, GEORGE “POPS”, left,

with Manuel Manetta

Photographer: William Russell
FOSTER, GEORGE “POPS”

Photographer: Nicholas Alexaki

AL ROSE COLLECTION

FOSTER, MARION [Jam session]

Raymond Burke (partially obscured), cl, Marion Foster, vo, Stanley Mendelson (back to camera), p, Albert Artiques, tp, and Joe Mares, Jr. and hands of Albert Artiques, tp

September 15, 1952 - Joe Mares’ den

Rec’d from Plato Smith, January 23, 1996

JOE MARES COLLECTION
FOSTER, MARION [Jam session]
[Marion Foster, vo, Albert Artiques, tp, and Joe Mares, Jr., cl
September 15, 1952 - Joe Mares’ den

Rec’d from Plato Smith, January 23, 1996
JOE MARES COLLECTION

FOSTER, MARION [Jam session]
Joe Mares, Jr., [ ?], tu, [ ?], d, Marion Foster, vo, Stanley Mendelson (back to camera), p, and [hands of Raymond Burke], cl
September 15, 1952 - Joe Mares’ den

Rec’d from Plato Smith, January 23, 1996
JOE MARES COLLECTION

FOSTER, WILLIE

Gift of William Russell, September 1969
WILLIAM RUSSELL COLLECTION
FOSTER, WILLIE

Gift of William Russell, September 1969
WILLIAM RUSSELL COLLECTION

FOUGERAT, TONY

holding trumpet
early 1970's - Luthjen’s Bar, New Orleans

Photographer: Hans Lychou; gift of the photographer, June 30, 1976

TONY FOUGERAT'S BAND

Tony Fougerat, tp, Oswald Dick, b, part of Joe Trapani, cl; during a recording session
April 9, 1967- Al Rose’s back porch, 4933 Camp Street

Photographer: Eleanor Ellis
TONY FOUGERAT'S BAND
Joe Margiotta, tb, Tony Fougerat, tp, Joe Trapani, ts, and Oswald Dick, b; during a recording session
April 9, 1967- Al Rose’s back porch, 4933 Camp Street

Photographer: Eleanor Ellis

TONY FOUGERAT'S BAND
part of Joe Margiotta’s tb, Vincent Licausi, g, Tony Fougerat, tp, and Oswald Dick, b; during a recording session
April 9, 1967- Al Rose’s back porch, 4933 Camp Street

Photographer: Eleanor Ellis

TONY FOUGERAT'S BAND
Joe Margiotta, tb, Vincent Licausi, el g, Tony Fougerat, tp, and Joe Trapani, cl; during a recording session
April 9, 1967- Al Rose’s back porch, 4933 Camp Street

Photographer: Eleanor Ellis
TONY FOUGERAT’S BAND
Joe Margoitta, tb, Vincent Licausi, el g, Tony Fougerat, tp, and Joe Trapani, cl; during a recording session
April 9, 1967- Al Rose’s back porch, 4933 Camp Street

Photographer: Eleanor Ellis

TONY FOUGERAT’S BAND
Joe Margiotta, tb, Tony Schreiner, d, Tony Fougerat, tp, Vincent Licausi, el g, and Oswald Dick, b; during a recording session
April 9, 1967- Al Rose’s back porch, 4933 Camp Street

Photographer: Eleanor Ellis

TONY FOUGERAT’S BAND
Tony Schreiner, d, and Vincent Licausi, el g; during a recording session
April 9, 1967- Al Rose’s back porch, 4933 Camp Street

Photographer: Eleanor Ellis
TONY FOUGERAT'S BAND
Tony Schreiner, d, Joe Margiotta, tb, Vincent Licausi, el g, and Tony Fougerat, tp; during a recording session
April 9, 1967- Al Rose’s back porch, 4933 Camp Street

Photographer: Eleanor Ellis
TONY FOUGERAT’S BAND
Tony Schreiner, d, Joe Margiotta, tb, Vincent Licausi, el g, Tony Fougerat, tp, Joe Trapani, cl, and Oswald Dick, b; during a recording session
April 9, 1967- Al Rose’s back porch, 4933 Camp Street

Photographer: Eleanor Ellis

FOUGERAT, TONY, tp, 
with Father Al Lewis, and [ ]

Gift of Hans Lychou, June 30, 1976
FOUGERAT, TONY [TONY’S DIXIE RAMBLERS]
Tony Fougerat, tp, leader, Foster Petit, p, Harry Shields, Al
Bernard, b, (?), g, and Stan Sergis, d

FOUNTAIN, PETE’S BAND
Bob Coquille, b, Pete Fountain, cl, and Godfrey Hirsch, vibes
C. 1968
Photographer: John E. Kuhlman, 5590 Canal Blvd., New Orleans,
Louisiana; all rights reserved; please credit.
Gift of Harry V. Souchon Jr. and Elizabeth Souchon Jahncke,
January 12, 1984
HARRY V. SOUCHON SR COLLECTION

FOUNTAIN, PETE
with his “Half-Fast” Marching Club; Pee Wee Spitlera

Mardi Gras, 1963 - St. Charles Avenue, near Washington

Photographer: Jack Hurley
FOUNTAIN, PETE
with his “Half-Fast” Marching Club; Pee Wee Spitelera on E flat cl
(in costume) - also Louis Nelson, tb, Wardell Quezerque, tp, Jerry
Green, tu; Pete Fountain’s band and Paul Barbarin’s band played
together.

Mardi Gras, 1963 - St. Charles Avenue
Photographer: Jack Hurley

FOUNTAIN, PETE, cl,
with Al Hirt, tp.

September 1956 - Shrine Auditorium
Photographer: Joe Mares, Jr.
Gift of Al Rose, May 9, 1986
AL ROSE COLLECTION

FOUNTAIN, PETE, cl

Photographer: Ralston Crawford [or John Kuhlman ?]

Gift of Harry V. Souchon Jr. and Elizabeth Souchon Jahncke,
January 12, 1984
HARRY V. SOUCHON SR. COLLECTION
FOUNTAIN, PETE

Gift of Mrs. Freddie (Roslyn) Kohlman, February 7, 1996
FREDDIE KOHLMAN COLLECTION

PH001572

FOUNTAIN, PETE
(relaxing)

Gift of Mrs. Freddie (Roslyn) Kohlman, February 7, 1996
FREDDIE KOHLMAN COLLECTION

PH001573

FOUNTAIN, PETE, cl, ]
and (                          ?), tp.

Transferred from Special Collections Division, August 1, 2001 (via Joan Caldwell).
FOURTH U.S. INFANTRY BAND
November 29, 1900
San Francisco de Malabon, Philippines

FRANCIS, ALBERT, left,
with Leo Dejan, right
May 9, 1982 - New Orleans Jazz Reunion, Tulane Hot Jazz Classic, 1982
Gift of Al Rose, December 31, 1985
AL ROSE COLLECTION

FRANCIS, ALBERT, left,
with Willie Humphrey, right
May 9, 1982 - New Orleans Jazz Reunion, Tulane Hot Jazz Classic, 1982
Photographer: Joe Marcal
Gift of Al Rose, December 31, 1985
AL ROSE COLLECTION
FRANCIS, ALBERT,
and his wife.
July 15, 1976 - in spare room above their garage.
Photographer: Chuck Fishman

Cannot be reproduced or copied without permission of Chuck Fishman.

FRANCIS, JOSEPH M.

1901

FRANK, BABB

Probably before 1915
FRANK, MELVIN, right, s, 163.9
with [Nathan ?], left, s, and [ ?], center, s

c. 1934

copied courtesy of Lucille Carlos, c. February 1979

FRANKLIN, ARETHA
Publicity photo for the Blues Brothers; l-r: Dan Akroyd (w/sunglasses), John Belushi (w/sunglasses), and Matt “Guitar” Murphy
TEX STEPHENS COLLECTION

FRANZ, DON, tu,
with Doc Souchon, g, Knocky Parker, p; seated in box: Al Rose (in light suit), Rudi Blesh, (with beard), and Terry Waldo, almost hidden.
1966 - aboard the S. S. Goldenrod, St. Louis, Missouri
Photographer: Dr. Charles W. Reilly
AL ROSE COLLECTION
FRAZIER, JOSIAH “CIE”  
1982  
Photographer: Joe Marcal

Gift of Al Rose, December 31, 1985

FRAZIER, JOSIAH “CIE”  
at Mondavi Winery  
July 1971 - Napa Valley, California  
Photographer: William Carter

Gift of William Carter, June 22, 1974  
RESTRICTIONS

FRAZIER, JOSIAH “CIE”  
Early 1970's - Preservation Hall  
Photographer: Hans Lychou; gift of the photographer, June 30, 1976

PH001583

PH001584

PH001585
PH001586

FRAZIER, JOSIAH “CIE”
with Dave Oxley and Armand Hug
November 1970

Gift of Al Rose, May 9, 1986
AL ROSE COLLECTION

PH001587

FRAZIER, JOSIAH “CIE”, d

C. 1965
Photographer: Fraser & Fletcher, 1540 High Street, Des Moines, Iowa 50309

Gift of Harry V. Souchon Jr. and Elizabeth Souchon Jahncke,
January 12, 1984
HARRY V. SOUCHON SR. COLLECTION

OPH000649

FRAZIER, JOSIAH “CIE”, d,
and Jim Robinson, tb; playing in Sweet Emma Barrett’s band on
Mardi Gras day for the Krewe of Wrecks
March 1960 - Lauralee Guest House, St. Charles Avenue
Photographer: Florence Mars
Not to be reproduced without permission.
FRAZIER, JOSIAH “CIE”

Photographer: Lee Friedlander
Gift of Al Rose

FRAZIER, JOSIAH “CIE”
with Armand Hug

Gift of Al Rose, May 9, 1986
AL ROSE COLLECTION

FRAZIER, JOSIAH “CIE”, d

Photographer: Grauman Marks; gift of the photographer: April 1, 1965

PH001588

PH001589
PH001590

FRAZIER, JOSIAH “CIE”, d

161.104

Photographer: Grauman Marks; gift of the photographer: April 1, 1965

PH001591

FRAZIER, JOSIAH “CIE”, d

161.105

at Preservation Hall

Photographer: Grauman Marks; gift of the photographer: April 1, 1965

PH001592

FRAZIER, JOSIAH “CIE”, d

161.106

at Preservation Hall

Photographer: Grauman Marks; gift of the photographer: April 1, 1965
PH001593
FRAZIER, JOSIAH “CIE”, d 161.107
with Avery “Kid” Howard, tp, and Willie J. Humphrey, cl.

Photographer: Grauman Marks; gift of the photographer: April 1, 1965

PH001594
FRAZIER, JOSIAH “CIE”, d 161.108
with Avery “Kid” Howard, tp, and Willie J. Humphrey, cl.

Photographer: Grauman Marks; gift of the photographer: April 1, 1965

PH001595
FRAZIER, JOSIAH “CIE”, d
and Louis Nelson, tb

[ Preservation Hall ?]

Photographer: Grauman Marks, 1403 First national Bank Bldg., Cincinnati (2), Ohio
AL ROSE COLLECTION
FRAZIER, JOSIAH “CIE”
Preservation Hall
Gift of Seta Sancton, 1/3/1984

FREEMAN, BUD, s,
during a “Journeys Into Jazz” concert
1947 - Academy of Music, Philadelphia, PA
Photographer: Nicholas Alexaki
AL ROSE COLLECTION

“PAPA” ALBERT FRENCH’S BAND
Bob French, d, Frank Fields, b, Jeanette Kimball, [p], Donald
Suhor, cl, “Papa” Albert French, bj, Wendell Brunious, tp, and
Freddie Lonzo, tb
c. 1977
HARRY V. SOUCHON SR. COLLECTION
**“PAPA” ALBERT FRENCH’S BAND**
Alvin Alcorn, tp, Joseph “Brother Cornbread” Thomas, cl, Louis Barbarin, d, and Jeanette Kimball, p.
Summer 1964 - [Dixieland Hall ?]

Photographer: Gerard Alan Spiegel

**“PAPA” ALBERT FRENCH’S BAND**
Frank Amacker, Frog Joseph, tb, Louis Barbarin, d, Alvin Alcorn, tp, and “Papa” Albert French, bj
Summer 1964 - Dixieland Hall
Photographer: Gerard Alan Spiegel; gift of the photographer, October 22, 1976

**“PAPA” ALBERT FRENCH’S BAND**
Louis Barbarin, d, Alvin Alcorn, tp, “Papa” Albert French, bj, and Joseph “Brother Cornbread” Thomas, cl
Summer 1964 - Dixieland Hall
Photographer: Gerard Alan Spiegel; gift of the photographer, October 22, 1976
FRENCH, “PAPA” ALBERT, bj

Rec’d: January 7, 1976

FRENCH, “PAPA” ALBERT’S ORIGINAL TUXEDO JAZZ BAND
Bob French, sn d, Jeanette Kimball, [p], Joseph “Brother Cornbread” Thomas, cl, seated, Albert “Papa” French, bj, Clive Wilson, tp, Homer Eugene, tb, and Frank Fields, b

Rec’d: January 7, 1976

FRENCH, “PAPA” ALBERT’S ORIGINAL TUXEDO JAZZ BAND
Homer Eugene, tb,

Rec’d: January 7, 1976
PH001602

FRENCH, “PAPA” ALBERT’S ORIGINAL TUXEDO JAZZ BAND
Frank Fields, b

Rec’d: January 7, 1976

PH001603

FRENCH, “PAPA” ALBERT’S ORIGINAL TUXEDO JAZZ BAND
Bob French, sn d

Rec’d: January 7, 1976

PH001604

FRENCH, “PAPA” ALBERT’S ORIGINAL TUXEDO JAZZ BAND
Jeanette Kimball, [p]

Rec’d: January 7, 1976
PH001605

FRENCH, “PAPA” ALBERT’S ORIGINAL TUXEDO JAZZ BAND
Clive Wilson, tp

Rec’d: January 7, 1976

---

PH001606

FRENCH MARKET JAZZ BAND
152.7552
Pete Vriondes, tp, Walter Lastie, [d], Scott Hill, tb, David Lastie (only sax visible), Otis Bazoon, cl, Leslie Muscutt, bj, Wes Mix, tp, and Smiley Hurel, dancer.

1974
Photographer: Johnny Donnels
AL ROSE COLLECTION

---

PH001607

FRIENDS OF THE JAZZ ARCHIVE (Board members)
October 18, 1986 - Hogan Jazz Archive, Howard-Tilton Memorial Library, Tulane University, New Orleans
Photographer: Michael P. Smith
FRIENDS OF THE JAZZ ARCHIVE
Curtis D. Jerde, Helen Arlt (partially hidden), and Diana Rose; during Advisory Board meeting
May 8, 1982 - Josephine Room, Royal Orleans Hotel, New Orleans

Gift of Al Rose, May 9, 1986

FRIENDS OF THE JAZZ ARCHIVE
Helen Arlt (facing away from camera), [ ], Diana Rose, Curtis D. Jerde (back to camera), Doris Antin, Jacob Sciambra, Michael White, Allan Jaffe, Gigi Cavicchioli, Al Rose, Frederic Ramsey, and Terry Dash (striped shirt); during Advisory Board meeting
May 8, 1982 - Josephine Room, Royal Orleans Hotel, New Orleans

Gift of Al Rose, May 9, 1986

FRIENDS OF THE JAZZ ARCHIVE
[ ], Doris Antin, Michael White, Allan Jaffe (partially visible), Jacob Sciambra, Helen Arlt, Herman Kohlmeyer (partially visible), Gigi Cavicchioli, Leon Newman, Don Perry, Danny Barker, Al Rose, Frederic Ramsey, Terry Dash’s hand, and Curtis D. Jerde
May 8, 1982 - Josephine Room, Royal Orleans Hotel, New Orleans

Gift of Al Rose, December 31, 1982
FRIENDS OF THE JAZZ ARCHIVE
Allan Jaffe, Jacob Sciambra, Herman Kohlmeyer, Gigi Cavicchioli, two members hidden, and Danny Barker
May 1982
Gift of Al Rose

FRIENDS OF THE JAZZ ARCHIVE
Michael White, Allan Jaffe, Jacob Sciambra, Helen Arlt (back to camera), Herman Kohlmeyer (partially visible), Gigi Cavicchioli, Leon Newman, Donald Perry, Danny Barker, Al Rose (standing), Frederic Ramsey (glasses, back to camera), Curtis D. Jerde (back to camera), and Terry Dash, striped shirt.
May 1982
Photographer: Joe Marcal

FRIENDS OF THE JAZZ ARCHIVE
Michael White (partially visible), Allan Jaffe (partially visible), Gigi Cavicchioli, Terry Dash (striped shirt, back to camera), Herman Kohlmeyer, Frederic Ramsey (back to camera), Leon Newman, Al Rose (standing).
May 1982
Photographer: Joe Marcal
JOHNNY FRISCO AND HIS ORCHESTRA

Photographer: N. O. Photo Crawford

Copied courtesy of Beth Surcouf, rec’d: February 1, 1997

FROG ISLAND JAZZ BAND

Chris Marchant, d, Rob Fullalove, sous, Ray Joughin, tb, Owen Diplock, bj, John Whitehead, co, and Bernard Stutt, cl.

England

FULLER, JESSE
at recording session

Photographer: Ethel M. (Mrs. Bob) Short

FULLER, JESSE
at recording session

Photographer: Ethel M. (Mrs. Bob) Short

FULLER, JESSE
at recording session

Photographer: Ethel M. (Mrs. Bob) Short
FULLER, JESSE
at recording session

Photographer: Ethel M. (Mrs. Bob) Short

FULLER, JESSE
at recording session

Photographer: Ethel M. (Mrs. Bob) Short

FULLER, JESSE
at recording session

Photographer: Ethel M. (Mrs. Bob) Short
FUNERALS: NEW ORLEANS FUNERAL
Mourning women in Graveyard

Photographer: Bernard M. Steinau